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SERVICE MANUAL FOR KODAK EKTR.(· 

Disassemblv of the Kodak Ektra .. 

1. Remove Lens and Magazine. 
(See Instruction Manual, pages 15 and 17) 

2. Remove Range Finder Housing 

A.· Remove Speed Setting Knob Screw #12177, us• 
ing large egd of tool #500C, and remove Up
per Ratchet for Speed Setting, #78034, .and 

·Speed Setting Knob Assembly #'78087. 

B. Remove two Range Fi nder Housing to Case 
Screws #85381, located underneath top of 
Case. The old style s�r�w #42929 is a regu
lar screw with slotted head. The l�te style 
has two small holes in the head and is re
�oved .with tool #SOOV. 

• . 

C. Carefully lift Range Finder Housing Complete 
#73096; f�om Case. 

3. Remove Shutter Mechanism Plate Assembly #73075. 

r . •  

A. ·Wind shutter (if it can be wound) by pla.c}.ng 
. flat end or· wind ing stick (tool #500 II) in 

slot of �ear underneath top of Case (Main 
Drive Shaft and Ra tchet Assembly #87509) 

·and turning counterclo.ckwise as far as possi-
· .  ble.�� · 

· .· 

'·' : . .._ ;· c i. ·. ·. · .. 

B. Screw dummy 
into top of 

· . .ih removing 
.Assembly. 

speed setting �nbb (t6ol #�OOH) 
speed setting shaft. This helps 
and rep

_
�acing Mechanism· Plate 

c. 

D. 

Release shutter by de pre s s ing Shutter Re
lease Lever #64841.· Be sure the shutter 
closes fully; and-put a small penc il mark on 

_the Mechanism Plate, dlrectly beneath the 
index 1 ine at. the. ·11-25'� on the high speed di?-1. 

�-
Remove Release Lever Stud #85387 (old style 

- ·  #64875), diS:conne:ct end of' Re lea.'se Lever 
Spring #85336 ( old style spring #72181 
comes off with screw) from stud: and lift 
off Releas e Lever Ass�mbly #73079, discon
necting left end bf. Connecbing �ad #64877 
from Shutter Release Lever #64841. 

" 
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E. Remove Retard Lever Spring Stud #77947 (the 
old style has a Retard Le�er Spring #77945 
on this stud; the late style does not), and 
the .. two flat head Mechanism- ·Plate to Case 
Screws #15259. Carefulli lift off the Mech
anism Plate Assembly. 

4. Remove Range Finder Base Assembly Complete #73091. 

A. Remove the two flat head Range Finder Base 
to Case Screws #58729, and one round head 
Range Finder Base to Case Screw #79025; then 

·lift range finder from case. 

B.· When Range Finder is removed from Case, wrap 
it in tissue paper, or place some kind of a 
cov�r over it, to keep prisms and lenses free 

-�·of dust . 
· 

5. .Bemove Shutter C-µrtains and Curtain Rollers. 

A. Remove Case Shutter Cover to Case Screws (6) -
#81050 and Case Shutter Co ver #65013. 

B. Remove Sleeve for Spacing Post #72201 from 
post. 

c. Remove Motor Locking Lever #64833, and Motor 
Locking Lever Screw #86692 (old style #64849). 

; Keep this lever and screw together, as the 
screw is fitted to the lever. 

. ·· -r . 
. ·+ 

. . 

D . .  Remo�e.Trip Lever and Spring Assembly #73080, 
arid T�ip Lever Screw #36692 (old style #64849). 
Keep this lever and screw together, as the 
screw ,is fitted to the lever. 

E. Remove�Delayed Action Assembly to Case Screws 
·(2) #10363, and Delayed Action Gear Train 

Assembly #73060 . 
• 

F. Drive Winding Ge�r Tapered Pin #73038 out of 
Curtain·Winding Gear #64896, and remove gear 
from end of shaft . .  Support, gear on a small 
block wh i le dr iving pin·out; so.·end of shaft 

·will not be bent. 

G . 

, . 

Remove Case Lo�k Screws (2) #55320, and Case 
. Latch Co�er #78036 fr�m �ottom of Kodak. 

H. Remove Lower Bearing Screws (2) #78050, Wind 

ing Cu�tain Assembly Lower ·Be�ring #730E3, 
and Curt�in Control Disc #64990, which is on 
the inner side of the bearing . 
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I. Remove Upper Bearing Screws (2) #57235, and 
Winding Curtain Assembly Upper Bearing #76092. 

·- . . . . 

J ... , .. Lift the Winding Curtain Roller Shaft Assem
bly #63472 (·old style #73068) out of the case, 
lower end first.· It is the roller at the left 
end of the Kodak. 

. On each end of this roller is a narrow, 
tlanged, ribbon roller, t6 which the ribbons 
of. the wide shutter.curtain'are cemented. The 
late style ribbon r·ollers have, a.: gear on their 
inner surfaces; the old style ribbon rollers 
do not. . 

·Th� iatri. style R oller fo� Curtain Ribbon 
. Upper Assembly #8847} (see fig .. l) , the old 
·style Roller far.Curt�in R ibb �n . U pper Assem

bly #73056, and tha.late style Roller for 
. Curtain Hibben Lowei· Assembly #.38474 can be 

slipped off the end of the Roller Shaft. 
, The old style Roller for Curtain Ribbon 

Lo��r Assembly #73065 is held: on the shaft by 
Ribbon Roller Take-up Spring #77916, which 
must·be·disco!lJ.'1ected from the small stud.on 

· ·  the flange of the roller before the roller · ·. · 

can be removed from the shaft. 

K. R�move Curtain Shaft Retainer S�rew #66892, 
and Curtain Shaft Retainer #64943, located on 
bottom of Kodak at right end. 

L. Lift out the small Curtain Roller Shaft Bush
ings (2) #64950. 

•. 

:M. ·· Remove the Curtain Roller Assembly-Short 
#73062, and the Curtain Roller Assembly-Long 
#73061, by pulling the shafts down and lift
ing the upper end out of the case. 

The Curtain Roller Spacer-Upper #64949, 
and Cur· ta in Roller Spe.cer-Lower #64942, can 
be slipped off the ends of the short· curtain 
roller. 

To re move Curtain Roller Shaft #64939, and 
Curtain Roller Spring #65063, remove the Cur
tain Roller Bu3hing to -R oller Screw #55321, 
the short Curtnin Roller �ushing ( upper ) · 

#72130, and pull Shaft and Spring out of roller. 

6. Remove Lens Mount Assembly. 

To remove Lens Mount Assembly #73069 remove 
the Front Lens Stationary Mount to Case Screws 
(4) #72141, and lift mcunt' from case. 
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Remove· Tripod· Nut and Lens Lock: ·. 

A. Rem6ve Key to Lens Mount Screw #72140, which 
is reached th�oGgh the' hole in the Tripod 
Nut, and the flat Lens Mount Key #63909 which 
is inside the lens mount. · · 

B. Remova the Tripod N�t S�re ws '(2) #74112, 
which will allow th� Tripod Nut #73035, the 
Lens Lock Assembly #73102, and the Lens Lock 

· Spring #63496 to come off.· 

B�move focusing Knob and Intermediate Focusing Gear. 

A. 
.. • . . 

Remove Len·s Focusing Pinion Tape.red Pin 
#61626 from Lens Focusing Pinion #64962, pull 
Lens Focusing Knob Assembly #73070 out of 
case, aAd remove Lens Focusing Pinion. 

· B.: Remove Intermediate Gear Stud #64968 and Inter
mediate Lens Focusing Gear #72142. 

: _: : . . 

Reitiove Intermediate· Winding Gear and Main Drive Shaft. 

A. Remove Intermediate Wtnding Gear Screw #59044, 
Intermediate Gear Assembly #73073, and Main 
Shaft Ratchet Pawl Spring #72143. 

B. Remove Winding Lever Pawl Screw #86693 and 
Winding Gear Pawl #64934. . . . 

c. Remove Motor Locking Cam:s� r�w:#56561, Motor 
Locking Ca� #64332) and Main Drive Shaft and 
Ratchet�Ass�mbl� #97509. 

· 

:- . : -;. 
. ·'. . 

·. : : ' 

, •'. 

... ··� . ... ·: . 

. ' .. 

·. · .. 

·: .·. · -� : . 
• i. -� 

. .. 
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Reassembly of. -the Kodak Ektra 

NOTE: Use supporting block ( tool #500-JJ) under back 
edge of case while working on the top of the Kodak 
to keep it in an upright position. 

1. Reassemble Intermediate Winding Gear· and Main Drive 
Shaft. 

A. Before reassembling Main Drive Shaft and 
Ratchet Assembly #87509, examine the teeth 
on the Main Drive Shaft Locking Ratchet 
#64339 to be sure none of them are broken. 

Fit new Main Drive Shaft Locking Ratchet 
#6483� 

If any of the teeth on the locking ratchet 
are broken, slip a thin knife blade under it 
and pry it off. Fit a new ratchet in place, 
being sure the teeth are pointed in the same 
direction as the old one. Turn over the �or
ners of the �houlder a little with a punch to 
keep it in place. 

B. Fit Main Drive Shaft into case and assemble 
Motor Locking Cam #64832 to top of shaft with 
Motor Locking Cam Screw #56561. Be sure it 
turns freely, with as little end play as possi
ble. 

Fit new Miin Drive Shaft and Ratchet Assembly 
#87509. 

If it is necessary to fit a new Main Drive 
Shaft, file down the two shoulders on the end 
of the shaft, to remove as much end play as 
possible and still have it work freely. 

If necessary, file the end of the shaft 
so it is a little below the shoulders in the 
cam; to be sure the cam is seating on the 
shoulders of the shaft. 

Fit new Motor Locking Cam #64832. 

If it is necessary to fit a new Motor 
Locking Cam, stone the end surface of the top 
lug just enough to make it smooth, but DO NOT 
round off the cor�er or change the angle. �-

C. Reassemble Winding Gear· Pawl #64954 to case 
with Winding Lever Pawl Screw #36693. 
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Place· tfie Ma in Shaft B_atche.t Pawl Spring 
#72143 over the Intermediate Win�ing Gear 
Shaft, with the long end toward the case, 
and slip the short end down over th� edge 
of the Winding Gear Pawl. 

Reassemble Inter mediate Winding Gear Assem
bly #73073 and In�ermediate Winding. Gear 
Screw #59044 to Intermediate winding Gear 
Shaft #65014. 

Reassemble Focusing Knob and Intermediate Focus'ing 
Gear. 

A. Reassemble Intermediate Lens Focusing Gear 
#72142 end Intermediate Lens Focusing Gear 
3_tud #64968. 

B. Slide Lens Focusing Pinion #64962 into place 
in case, insert Lens Focusing Knob Assembly 
#73070 throu gh case and into pinion, line up 
taper pin holes, and drive Lens Fncusing Pinion 
Tapered Pin #61626 in tight. 

Reassemble Tripod Nut and Lens Lock. 

. .  · 

A. Place Lens Lock Spring #68496 on the Tripod 

B. 

- Nut #78085 w ith the.long formed end in the 
small hole, and the curved part of the spring 
around the screw hole. Place the Lens Lock 
Assembly #73102 in position over the spring, 
place the Lens Mount Assembly #73069 down on 
the Tripod Nut, and put the Tripod Nut Screws 
(2) #74112 in place. Do not screw them in 
all the way. 

Turn Lens Mount face up, push Tripod Nut out 
away from Ler.s Mount a little; now, using 
tool #500 HH, catch the short turned-up end 
of the Lens Lock Spring in the notch in the 
end of the tool, and push the spring down be
tween the Lens Lock and the rr ipod Nut until 
it drops in behind the Lens Lock. Pull the 
tool out arid t igh t en Tripod Nut Screws as 
tight as possible. Be sure Lens Lock works 
fr eely. 

· 

:·_ . .  

C� Reass��ble Len � Mount K�y #68909 to moun�, 
rounded corners out, with the Key to Lens 
Mount Screw #72140. 

· 

D. A smal l amount of thick shellac placed in the 
cleararice hole� in the - back · of.the Lens Mount 

- Key will help to keep the Tripod Nut Screws 
from working loose . 

...... 
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Reassemble Lens Mount Assembly. 

Reassemble Lens Mount Assembly #73069 
with Front Lens Stationary Mount to Case 
Screws (4) #72141 and screw them down tight.· 

Reassemble Long and Short Curtain Rollers. 

Note: For all oiling purposes on the Kodak 
Ektra and Magazine use Aircraft Instrument Oil. 

A. Put a small drop of oil on each end of the 
shaft. Reassemble the Curtain Roller Assem
bly-Long #73061 by pushing the shaft toward 
the lower end of the roller, inserting the 
end of the shaft through the small bushing 
hole nearest the front at the bottom of the 
case. Drop the upper end into the case, and 
move it around until the upper end of the 
shaft enters the front hole in the top of the 
case. 

B. Put a small drop of oil on each end of the 
shaft, and on each end of the Curtain Roller 
Assembly-Short #73062. Reassemble Curtain 
Roller Spacer-Upper (short) #64949 to upper 
end of curtain roller and Curtain Roller 
Spacer-Lower (long) #64942 to lower end, with 
the shoulder ends toward the outside. Re
assemble the roller in the rear upper and 
lower curtain shaft holes in the case -- same 
procedure as in the preceding paragraph. 

C. Place small Curtain Roller Shaft Bushings (2) 
#64950 over the ends of the shafts and press 
them down into the case. 

D. Reassemble Curtain Shaft Retainer #64943 with 
the Curtain Shaft Retainer Screw #6689�; be 
sure it has enough tension to stay in the 
ends of the curtain roller shafts. This is ---
imoortant. 

6. Reassemble Winding Curtain Roller Shaft Assembly. 

When the shutter is released, the curtains 
·will run across the aperture-in the case from 

left to right, and must stop a short distance 
to the right of the aperture. 
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The curtains are stopped by the Curtain 
Control Discs, the stop pihs iri the.Winding 
Curtain Roller Shaft Assembly #38472, and the 
upper·: and lower curtain roller bearings. 

.. 
When the Winding Curtain Roller Shaft 

Assembly stops, the winding curtain roller 
should have three-quarters of a turn of the 
narrow shutter curtain left on it, and the 

: ribbon rollers should have approximately one
half a turn of the· ribbons left on them. 

It is very imoortant that the winding cur
tain roller, the upper and lower ribbon rollers, 
and the curtain control discs stop in the proper 
relation to each other, in order to stop the 
rolleri and curtains in the correct position. 

When the winding curtain roller shaft 
assembly and bearings are properly assembled 
to the case, the lower bearing is held rigid 
in the case by its screws. The stop pin G 
( figure 1) stops the lug H on the curtain-con-
trol disc above it, againit which the stop 

·pin I in the lower side of the lower ribbon 
roller stops, thus stopping the lower ribbon 
roller. The stop pih �' in the upper side of 
the lower ribbon roller, stops the lug C of 
the curtain control disc above it� against 
which the lug -A stops on the curtain control 

I -

disc stop, thus stopping·the winding curtain 
rolle.r shaft. The upper curtain roller bear
ing is also held �igid in the case by the upper 
bearing screws. The stop pin E in the bearing 
stops the lug E on the curtain control disc be
low it, agairrsf which the stop pin R in the 
upper side of the upper ribbon roller stops, 
thus stopping the ribbon roller. 

The late style Ektra has a small Idler 
Shaft #37537 between the Winding C�rtain 
Roller Shaft Assembly and the front of the 
case. Be sure this turns freely and has a 
very small amount of end play. It can be ad-

. justed for end play and position bi adjusting 
the upper and lower Idler Shaft Pivot Screws 
#87583. After adjusting these screws, a drop 
of Vulcolac or Shellac on the heads will keep 
them from working loose. 

A. Late Style Winding Curtain Roller Shaft Assem
bly. 
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1.) \{hen reassembling the late style Winding 
turtain Roller Shaft Assembly and bearings 
to the case, place the Kodak face down with 
the right end directly toward you. Hold 
the Winding Curtain Roller with the Wind
ing Curtain Clamp #68373 toward you; give 
it one complete turn counterclockwise, so 
there is three-quarters of a turn of the 
narrow curtain on the roller, with the 
curtain coming off the top of the roller 
toward the right end of the Kodak. In 
this position the stopping lug � ( see fig. 
1) of the Curtain Control Disc Stop #77930 
will be near the top on the side toward 
you. 

i.) With the upper side of the Roller for 
Curtain Ribbon Lower Assembly #88474 to 
the right, and the stop pin B in the upper 
side directly toward you, put a small drop 
of oil on the hub; put the Control Disc 
for Second Curtain #86701 ( the thin one ) 
on the hub, flat side in, with the stopping 
lug C above the stop pin B. Oil the pro
jecting end of the curtain roller shaft, 
and slip the ribbon roller on the roller 
shaft with half a turn of the ribbon on the 
roller. The stopping lug Q on the curtain 
�ontrol disc must be between the stop pin 
B an.d the stopping lug A on the Curtain 
Confrol Disc Stop. 

-

3.) Put a small drop of oil on the upper end 
of the roller shaft, and slip the Roller 
for Curtain Ribbon Upper Assembly #88473 
on the shaft. Lift the free end of the 
Speed Curtain Pawl #64905 out away from the 
shaft, slide the ribbon roller down, let 
the pawl drop into the ratchet on the rib
bon roller, and turn the roller until there 
is approximately h�lf a turn of the ribbon 
.on it. 

4.) Turn the Speed Throw-out Lever #64830 up 
against the spring on the inside of the 
case until it points down toward the frbnt 
of the case, and hold it there. Insert 
the upper end of tho roller shaft through 
the case; then drop the lower end into 
place, with the gears of the ribbon rollers 
meshed into the gears on the idler shaft. 
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5.) Turn the Kodak upright and turn the upper 
ribbon roller so the s top pin � is toward 
the back of the case. Put a small drop of 
oil on the hub in the roller, and drop the 
Curtain Control Disc into the roller, flat 
side down, with the stop lug E to the right 
of the stop pin D. Put the upper bearing 
on the shaft and

-
slide it down into the 

case, with the stop pin E directly toward 
the right end of the case, and the stopping 
lug � on the curtain control disc between 
the stop pins � and f; then put the Upper 
Bearing Screws #57235 in place. 

6.) Hold the lower bearing with the upper side 
to the right, and the s�op pin � d irectly 
away from you. Oil the hub. Put the cur
tain control disc on the hub with the flat 
side away from the bearing, and the stop
ping lug R beneath the stop pin �· Put 
the bearing into the case so the stop pin 
I in the lower side of the lower ribbon 
roller is below the lug !i on the control 
disc. This brings the lug H between stop 
pins G and I.·· -

,I 
-

7.) The upper· and lower ribbon rollers must be 
meshed into the idler shaft in exactly the 
same pos ition . 

: . 

To check meshing of ribbon rollers --

after the lower bearing is in place, turn 
it counterclockwise until the whole roller 
assembly begins to turn. This brings the 
stops and stop pins together. Then turn 
the upper ribbon roller clockwise, allow
ing the lower bearing to turn with it, un
til it stops. If the ribbon rollers are 
lined up properly on the idler shaft, .the 
notches in the lower bearing will be in 
line with the screw hol e s in the case, and 
the stop pL� G �ill be toward the left of 
the case. 

8.) If the lower bearing is not in line with 
the upper bearing , it will have more or less 
than half a turn of the ribbon on it. In 

.-this case remove the bearing, and roll the 
lower end of the winding roller assembly to 
the right or left, whichever is necessary. 
Then lift the lower ribbon roller gear out 
of the idler shaft gear,.move it in the 

·--.,, 
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opposite direction one or two teeth, and 
drop it into the idler shaft gear again. 

Put the bearing back in place properly, 
and check the position of the lower bearing 
and roller the same as before. Repeat, if 
necessary, until the notches in the bearing 
line up perfectly with'the holes in the 
case, and the lower ribbon is the same 
length as the upper one. Pvt the lower 
Bearing Screws #78050 in place. 

B. Old Style Winding Curtain Roller Shaft Assem
bly. 

l.) To reassemble the old style Win�ing Cur
tain Roller Shaft Assembly #73068, place 
the Kodak face down with the right end 
toward you. Hold the winding curtain roll
er shaft as8embly with the Winding Curtain 
Clamp #68273 directly toward you. Give it 
one somplete turn counterclockwise so there 
is tt�ee-quarters of a turn of the narrow 
curtain on tho roller; with the curtain 
coming off the top of the roller toward 
the right end of the Kodak. In this posi
tion the stopping lug� ( see fig. 1) of 
the Curtain Control Disc Stop #77930 will 
be near the bottom on the side away from 
yo�. .. 

2.) �ith the upper side of the lower ribbon 
roller to the right and the stop pin � 
in the upper side of the roller away from 
you, oil the hub in the roller er.d put the 
Curtain Control Disc #64890 on the hub, 
flat side in, and with the stopping lug C 
below the stop pin B. Oil the projecting 
end of the roller shaft: and slip the lower 
ribbon roller on the end of the shaft, so 
the stopping lug C on the curtain control 
disc is between the stop pin � 2nd the 
stopping lug �' with approximately half a 
turn of the ribbon on the roller. 

3.) With a small hook, catch the loop in the 
end of the Ribbon Roller Take-up Spring 
#77916; pull it up to the stud in the 
flange of the ribbon roller ; give it one 
full turn more, and hook it over the stud; 
This should give the take-up soring approxi-
mately one and one�quarter turhs. 

-
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4.) Put a small drop of oil on the upper end of 
the roller shaft and slip the Curtain Ribbon 
Upper Assembly Roller #73056 on the shaft. 
Lift the free end of the Speed Curtain Pawl 
#64905 out away from the shaft, slide the 
ribbon roller down, let. the pawl drop into 
the ratchet on the ribbon roller, and turn 
the roller until there is approximately half 
a turn of the ribbon on it; � 

5.) Turn the Speed Throwout Lever #64830 up 
against the spring on the inside of the 
case until it points down toward the front 
of the case. Hold it there. Insert the 
upper end of the roller shaft through the 
case, and drop the lower end into place. 

-6.) Turn the Kodak upright, and turn the up
per ribbon roller so the stop pin � is 
toward the back of the ca�P.. Oil the hub 
in the ribbon roller, and drop the Curtain 
Control Disc #64890 into the roller, flat 
side down, with the stopping lug � to the 
right of the stop pin D. Put the upper 
bearing on the shaft; slide it down into 
the case with the stop pin E directly to
�ard you, and the stopping lug � on the 

7. ) 

· Curtain Control Disc between the stop pins 
D and F. _ Then put the Upper Bearing Screws 
157235-i� place. 

Hold the lower bearing with the upper side 
to the right, and the stop pin G toward 
you. Oil the hub; put the Curtain Control 
Disc on the hub, flat side away from the 
bearing, with the stopping lug H above the 
stop pin Q.. Turn the bearing clockwise 
until the stop pin is down toward the front 

·of the case; put the bearing into the case, 
so the stopping lug H on the curtain con
trol disc is between the stoo oin I in the 
lower side of the lower ribb�n-rolier and 
the stop pin Q. in the ·lower bearing; turn 
the· bearing counterclockwise until the 
notches line up with the screw holes in 
the case, and the stop p-in g,1s directly 
toward the right end of th� Kodak. Then 
put the Lower Bearing Screws #78050 into 
place . 

Pr.eliminary Setting of Curtain Tens1on. 

Back the Curtain Shaft Retainer Screw 
#66892 off about half a turn, and lift the 

-...... 
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ends of the Curtain Shaft Retainer #64943 out 
of the ends of the curtain roller shafts. 

Turn the shaft of the narrow curtain clock
wise until the slack is out of �he curtain; 
then give it one full turn more on the old 
style Kodak ( without the idler shaft ) , or two 
and a half full turns on the late style Kodak. 

Turn the shaft of the wide cµrtain clock
wise until the slack is out of the curtain; 
then give it two full turns more on the old 
style Kodak, or three and a quarter full turns 
on the late style Kodak. 

( This is a preliminary setting only, and 
must be readjusted later when adjusttng the 
shutter speeds.) 

8. Reassemble Curtain Winding Gear. 

Reassemble Curtain Winding Gear #64896 to 
the end of the Winding Curtain Roller Shaft; 
turn it on the shaft until the marks on the 
gear and the shaft line up, and insert the 
Winding Gear Tapered Pin #73038. Be sure it 
is tight. 

9. Reassemble Delayed Action Gear Train Assembly. 
�. 

Reassemble the Delayed Action Gear Train 
Assembly #73060 with the Delayed Action Assem
bly to Case Screws (2) #10363. 

10. Reassemble Trip Lever and Spring Assembly. 

Reassemble the Trip Lever and Spring 
Assembly #73030 with the Trip Lever Screw 
#86692 ( old style #64349). Be sure the lever 
works freely with as little up and down play 
as possible. If the screw is too tight and 
the lever binds; mill a littl� stock off th$ 
under side of the head of this stud, using 
Tool #500-N. If there is too much up and down 
play, mil l a little stock off the bottom of 
the shoulder of t he stud. It is very imper-· 
tant that this lever neither binds nor has 
too much up and down play. Hook the free end 
of the Counter Operating Lever Assembly Spring 
#73039 over the head of the Counter Operating 
Lever Spring Stud #77925. 
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Reassemble Motor Locking Lever. 

Reassemble the Motor Locking Lever #64833 
with the Motor Locking Le ver Screw #36692 ( old 
style #64849}. Be sure this lever works freely 
with no up and down play . If it binds or has 
too much up and down play, re fit the screw 
using Tool #500 N. If there is up and down 
play in this lever, the end will drop down and 
catch in the mechanism when the Kodak is held 
upside down. 

Check Shutter Locking Lever for Motor. 

The Shutter Locking Lever for Motor #63284 
should work £reely on the Shutter Locking Le ver 
Screw #36692 ( old style #64849), with very lit
tle u p and down play. 

Swing the Motor Locking Lever #64833 in 
agains t the cam in front of the second point on 
the bottom edge of the Motor Locking Cam #64832� 
and turn the main drive shaft and cam tight 

· 

against it. The Shutter Loc king Lever should 
be just short enough-tO-swinB in, in front of 
the first point on the bottom edge of the cam, 

·and long enough to prevent the drive shaft 
and cam from turning when the Motor Locking 
Lever is swung out away from the cam. If it 
is too long and will not drop in front of the 
cam point, file the locking point back a lit 
tle, being careful not to change the angle of 
the point. If it is too short and allows the 
main drive shaft and cam to turn when the M o t or 
Locking Lever is swung out, swed ge the lock ing 
point out a litt le . 

· 

When either one of these levers is in 
aga inst the cam in front of its proper point 
on the cam, and with the main drive shaft -and 
cam held t igh t against it; the other one should 
move in and out freely. DO NOT alter the �otor 
Locking Lever. Do all adjusting on the Shutter 
Locking Lever. This is imoortant. 

I 
13. Reassemble S pacing Post Sleeve. 

I 

I 

I 

Reassemble the Sleeve for Spacing Post #72201 
to the Spacing Post #64338. 

14. Reassemble Range Finder Base Assembly Complete. 

Reassemble the Range Finder Base Assembly 
#73091 t o the case with the three Range Finder 
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Base to Case Scriws. 
#58729 and one round 
late model, or three 
on the old style. 

Use two flat head screws 
head screw #79025 on the 
round head screws #79025 

15. Reassemble Shutter Mechanism Plate Assembly #73075. 

A. To reassemble the Shutter Mechanism Plate Assem
bly the High Speed Dial giust be set at "25." 
Hold the Shutter Mechanism Plate with the top 
side up, and the end of the plate.with the two 
screw holes in it to the left. Turn the Speed 
Setting Shaft Assembly #78088 until the Shut
ter Lock Stud #64325 ( see Fig. 3) which pro
jects down from the black Shutter Lock Stud 
Assembly #73076 on the .under side of the shut
ter drive disc, is directly toward you. In 
this position the "25 " on the dial should 
point toward the screw hole in the front left 
corner of the mechanism plate. If it does not, 
it is not set at "25." · 

B. To set it at 1125" hold the shutter drive disc 
with the shutter lock stud directly toward you; 
lift the speed setting shaft by pulling u� on 
the dummy spP-ed setting knob ( Tool #500 H ) , 
which is in the top of the shaft; hold it up, 
and turn it until the "2511 is toward the front 
left corner; let it drop, and turn it a little 

, one way or the other until it drops in the slot 
in the curtain lock plate, so that it can not 
be turned without turning the shutter drive 
disc. 

C. Be sure the trip lever is over to the right 
as far as it will go. Hold the mechanism 
plate in the position described above, with 

the shutter lock directly toward you. Swing 
the Shutter Release Lever #64341 up, set the 
mechanism plate down on the top of the Kodak, 
and mesh the Curtain Intermediate Gear-Large 
#77932 ( see Fig. 3) ( on the underside of the 
mechanism ) into the Curtain Wi�ding Gear 
#64896 on the end of the winding curtain 

; 

roller shaft. 

D. When the mechanism is in place there should 
be approximately .02511 clearance between the 
Shutter Lock Stud and the left end of the 
trip lever, when the mechanism and winding 

curtain roller are fully unwound. When the 
shutter mechanism is. fully wound, there should 
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be a little play in the trip lever, between 
the· Shutter Lock Stud and the end of its travel 
to the left. 

Note� .The clearance between the Shutter Lock 
· S tud and the left end of the Trip Lever will 

vary', but there should never be less than . 00411 

or . 005."� cl.earance a:.t this point.· The stud 
should· never touch the end of the trip lever 
when the shutter is fully unwound. 

1
This ll 

important. 

E. If the Mechanism Plate has been assembled prop
er·ly, the index mark at "25" will be directly 
over the pencil mark which was put on the mech
anism plate before it was removed. If it is 
not in line with the pencil mark, raise the 
mecharlism plate until the intermediate gear 
1s out of the curtain winding gear; then turn 
the Speed Setting Shaft one or two teeth to 
the right or left, as needed, and lower mech� 
anism. plate into place. If no pencil. mark has 

· · · ·  · '  . . been- put on the mechanism plate, set the mech
anisti1 ·as stated in "c" above and proceed with 
the .. rest of the reassembly· . .  The proper setting 
can -be checked and reset later if necessary . 

F. When . the sh.utter mechanism is lined up prop
erly, assemble the 2 flat head Mechanism Plate 
to Case s��ews #15259, and the Retard Lever 
Spring Stud #77947, which goes in the rear 
left corner of the plate. ( The old style Re
tard Lever Spring Stud has a Retard Lever 
Spring #77945; hook its free end over the Re
tard Lever #73081.) 

16. Reassemble Release Lever Assembly. 

A. Hook the U shaped end of the Connecting Rod 
for Release #64377 into the end of the Release 
Lever A83embly #73079; insert the other end of 
the connecting rod into the'small hole in the 
Shutter R e lea s e Lever #6l�341; assemble the Re
lease Lever As8embly to the mechanism plate, 
with the long stud on the under side of the 
release lever through the large hole in the 
mechanism plate, e.nd assemble the Release Le
ver Stud #35337 ( old style #64875). 

Fit the Release Lever Stud if necessary, 
using Tool #500 N, so the Release Lever works 
freely, and has very littl� up and down play. 
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· B. Hook the end of-Release Lever Spring #35386 
over the spring stud in the release lever. 
The old style Release Lever Spring #72181 fits 
over the release lever stud, and hooks on the 
mechanism plate near the stud and in the notch 
in the side of the pallet bracket. 

C. Be sure the· release lever wotks freely enough, 
so it returns all the way, after releasing 
the shutter. This is important. If it does 
not return all the way, it will be impossible 
to wind the shutter. 

D. After the release is fitted, start to wind the 
shutter mechanism very slowly. Listen for the 
first click of the winding gear pawl on the 
teeth of the main drive shaft ratchet, and at 
the same time watch the shutter curtains. 
There must be ONE and ONLY ONE CLICK of the 
pawl before thecurtains start to move. The 
curtains MUST start to move between the FIRST 
and SECOND click of the pawl, when the high 
speed dial is set at 1125." . · 

Note: If no mark was put on the shutter 
Mechanism Plate before it was removed, the 
proper setting can be checked now. Wind the 
shutter and lift the Speed Setting Shaft by 
pulling up the dummy speed setting knob. 
Turn it counterclockwise as far as it will go, 
let it down, and turn it clockwise until it 
drops. It is now set for 1/1000. Check the 
curtain opening. If it 1s· approximately .03011 
the mechanism is set properly. If there is 
no opening, or if the opening is 1/811 wide 

or more, set the high soeed dial back to 
II II -

25. Remove the Release Lever Assembly and 
the Mechanism Plate to Case Screws, and reset 
the mechanism (see u 15, E"). 

Adjusting Release Lever. 

A. Wind the shutter and null the Shutter Release 
Lever #64541 down slowly. The end of the 
Shutter Lock Stud Assembly #73076 should meet 
the releasing lug on the release lever well 
toward the front end. As the Shutter Release 
Lever is pulled down the Shutter lock should 
travel forward on the lug, and release the 
shutter just before it reaches the forward 
corner of the lug. If the lug on the release 
lever is back too far it will not release the 
shutter. In this case bend it forward a lit
tle. If it is too far forward, it will release 
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the shutter before it is fully wound. In this 
case bend it back a little. The lug on the re
lease lever should be in such a position that it 
will release the shutter easily, but not release 
1t until it is fully wound. 

If the shutter can be released before it 
is fully wound, the proper amount of film will 
not be transported and the frames will overlap. 
Wind the shutter fully; put a pencil �ark on 
one of the teeth of the main drive shaft, and 

\ 

on the case at the same tooth; and release 
the shutter. Now wind the shutter about seven
eights. Finish the wind slowly. At each 

:�lick of the Winding Gear Pawl #64984 on the 
Main Drive Shaft and Ratchet Assembly #87509, 
pull the release lever down to see that it 
does· not release the shutter until the marked 
toot� is up to the mark on the case. 

B. Wind the shutter and pull the Shutter Release 
Lever down slowly until the shutter releases. 
See that it still has a little distance to 
travel after the shutter is released, to be 
sure the shutter is not releasing just at the 
end of the shutter release lever's travel, as 
this may cause failure to release at times. 
If there is no extra travel, back off the 
Shutter Release Lever Adjusting Screw #72183 
a little. 

C. When the shutter is released and the Shutter 
Release ·Lever held down, the end of the shutter 
lock will strike the lug on the release lever 
lightly when the shutter closes; but it should 
not strike it hard enough to slow up the cur
tains, or prevent them from closing all the way. 
If it does strike too hard, the Shutter Release 
Lever has too much travel after the shutt�r re
leases. In this case, screw up the Shutter Re
lease Lever Ad just ing Screw a little. 

D. After the Shutter Release Lever Adjusting 
Screw is properly adjusted, tighten the Set 
Screw #72134. 

E .. The shutter.must release eastly. If it tends 
to bind, or hangs, it will cause camera move
ment. If the shutter release lever's travel 
is not adjusted properly, it may cause the 
shutter to rel-ease hard. If the Winding Gear 
Pawl is not adjusted pr o perly , ii may cause 

. ·�he shutter. to release hard. 
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When the Main Drive Shaft comes up to a 
full wind, the Winding Gear Pawl #64984 should 
drop into the last tooth without having to 
force the Main Drive Shaft. The Main Drive 
Sha.ft should drop back .00211 or .00311 when the 
winding pressure is released. If it locks 
tight, it will lock the locking cam tight 
against the shutter lock, making it very diffi
cult to release the shutter. If it does this, 
remove the Winding Gear Pawl and file a little 
off the end, being careful not to change the 
angle. 

If the Main Drive Shaft drops back more 
than .002" or .003" increase the length of the 
pawl by swedging. If it drops back too much 
it will cause trouble with the 1/1000 speed 
adjustment. 

If the angle of the releasing lug on the 
release lever is not correct, it may cause 
the shutter to release hard. The left side 
of the lug, which contacts the shutter ·1ock, 
should be at a slight angle from a line drawn 
directly across the case from front to back, 
with the rear end of the lug to the left of 
the front end. If the angle is too little the 
shutter will release hard. Twist the lug a 

little to increase the angle. If the angle 
is too great, or if the front corner is filed 
off to a greater angle, the shutter will re-, 
lease quite easily, but it may be necessary to 
pull the lever so far to the left to release 
the shutter that the shutter lock will strike 
the back end of the lug and keep the shutter 
from closing properly. 

If the left side of the lug is not straight 
and smooth, it will cause the shutte� to re
lease hard. File it straight, polish with fine 
emery cloth, ar.d burnish. 

A little vaseline or light grease on the 
edge of the .lug will help to make the shutter 
release easily. 

18. Adjusting Speed Throwout Lever Release. 

A. When the shutter is releesed, the wide curtain 
must release just before the narrow curtain re

leases. There is a notch cut in the flange of 
the uooer ribbon roller. When the shutter is 
fully-�ound, the Speed Curtain Release #64904 
(the black lever inside the case) drops in t o 
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thi� notch and keeps the wide curtain from re
leasing. When the shutter is released, the 
pin in the under side of the release lever 
strikes the Speed Throwout Lever #64830, throw-
ing the Speed Curtain Release out of the notch, 
and releasing the wide curtain. With the shut
ter wound, pull the shutter release lever down 
Wltil the releasing lug on the ·release lever 
just contacts the end of the shutter lock. By 

1 pulling the shutter release lever down slowly, 
you will notice that the release l�ver travels 
to the left approximately 1/32" from the point 
of contact to the point of release. The wide 
curtain must release somewhere between these 
two points . 

.· 

To check the point at which the wide curtain 
release�, wind the shutter, pull the shutter 
release down until it just makes contact with 
the shutter lock, and hold it there. Grasp 
the flange of the upper ribbon roller with a 
pair of tweezers, and pull it toward the right 
end of the Kodak. If it turns, it is already 
released, and is releasing too soon. Remove 
the release lever, and bend the pin on the 
under side back a little from the speed throw
out lever. Re-assemble the release lever and 
recheck. If the ribbon roller· is not released 
when the release lever contacts the shutter 
lock, pull-the release lever down slowly, and 
keep pullipg the ribbon roller intermittently 
until the roller releases (by keeping a steady 
pull on it, the speed throwout lever cannot 
release). 

If you have moved the release lever a short 
distance from its point of contact, when the 

·ribbon roller releases, and can still move it 
a little farther before the narrow curtain re
leases, the adjustment is right. If the wide 
curtain has not released when the narrow cur
tain releases, it is releasing too late. To 

make it release earlier, remove the release le-
·ver and bend pin forward a little toward the 
speed throwout lever . 

Ii the wide curtain reieeses befo��-the 
release lever contacts the shutter lock, the 
shutter is lilcely to open when changing the 
speed from 1/25 to a higher speed, causing 
fogged film . 

--- ------- . --
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If the wide curtain does not release until 
after the narrow curtain releases, there will 
be no opening as the curtains pass the aper
ture, and no exposure. 

19. Adjusting Delayed Action Release. 

' A. Wind the Delayed Action, using Tool #500 G -
insert the two teeth of the tool into the 
small delayed action winding gear at the rear 
right corner of the mechanism plate, and turn 
it counterclockwise as far as it will go. 
The Delayed Action Release #64878 should ride 
up on the Delayed Action Locking Cam #64876 
freely, and drop down into the slot in the 
cam. If the delayed.action winding gear does 
not turn far enough to allow the delayed action 
release to drop, file a little off the side 
of the cam stopping lug, until the release 
drops into the slot freely. Release the de
layed action by depressing the shutter re
lease lever, and time it to see how long it 
runs. 

B. It should release the shutter ·when the end of 
the cam has reached the BACK edge of the de
layed action release; and it should run from 
eight to fourteen seconds before releasing the 
shutter. If it runs more than fourteen or 
less than eight seconds before releasing the 
shutter, adjust it by turning the eccentric 
Delayed Action Release Adjustment Stud #72185, 
at the back end of the �elease lever, to the 
right or left until the shutter releases with-
in these limits. 

· 

C. If the delayed action cannot be adjusted to 
release the shutter between eight and fourteen 
seconds by adjusting the eccentric adjusting 
stud, bend the releasing lug arm on· the release 
lever to the right or left a little, and re-

. check for length of running time. 

NOTE: If it is necessary to bend the release 
lever arm in adjusting the delayed action re
lease, check and readjust, if necessary, the 
shutter for releasing easily, the shutter lock 
for striking the lever., the shutter release 
for clearance (see No. 17.; B and C) , and the 
wide curtain for releasing before the narrow 
curtain (see No. 13). 
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A. To reassemble the Range Finder Housing Com
pl�te #73096, set the Speed Dial Plate Assem
bly #78033 at 1125", the Retard Setting Knob 

l #78029 at "B", and the Eye Piece Focus Lever 
Knob #64936 at "3" minus. The Kodak should be 
fa�e down with the top away from you. 

Hold the Range Finder Housing front side 
down, with the top away from you, and be sure 

C.1�_the Bulb Lever Assembly #78089 is down against 
the front of the housing. Hold the Delayed 

Qk _Action Winding Lever Assembly #73095 so the end 
of it is at the back edge of the housing. Put 
the housing,on the case, meshing the Delayed 
Action Winding Gear in the.housing, with the 
winding gear on the mechanism plate. Hold the 
housing down. lightly, wind the shutter and· re
lease it. The shutter will open, but it will 

B. 

not close. 
- -

Hold the right end of the housing down, and 
lirt the left end away from the housing a lit
tle_, until the shutter curtains start to move; 
then bring it down to the case. This is neces-

J· sary, because the bulb lever stud on the under 
. side of the Retard Setting Knob comes down on 

c. t;· c.t. 

(·top of the Retard Lever Assembly.,#73081, pre
� venting it from moving when the shutter is 

released. The bulb lever s�ud must be down 
in back of the retard lever in order to set 
the retard speeds. 

.. n-

2L 

c. 

When the_. left end of the housing is lifted 
away from the case, the retard lever starts to 
move toward the front of,-""the Kodak, and the 
housing can be brought down to the case with 

·the bulb lever stud behind the retard lever. 

Assemble the two Range-Finder Housing to Case 
Screws #85381 (old style #42929). 

- " - - - ·-
Re assemble Case Shutter Qover. 

Reassemble t6e·c�se Shutte� Cover #65013 
to.the case with the Case Shutter Cover to 

· ·. ·_·case Screws (6) #81050. 

22. Reassemble Speed Setting Knob. 

Put the Speed Setting Knob Assembly #78087 
over the speed setting shaft. Fit the Upper 
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Ratchet for Speed Setting #78034 on top of the 
speed setting shaft, and assemble the Speed 

(·· Setting Knob Screw #72177. Be sure the Speed 
Setting Knob does not bind. 

23. Adjustment of Shutter Speeds. 

A. 

( See Fi$Ure 15 for shutter speed tolerance 
chart.) . 

NOTE: It is necessary to have the range finder 
housing on the Kodak in order to check the 
shutter speeds. The curtain roller spring ad
justment for 1/25, 1/1000, and 1 second can be 
made with the housing on the Kodak. For all 
other speeds it will be necessary to remove 
the housing, make the adjustment, replace the 
housing, and check the speeds. 

Check and Adjust Curtain Opening. 

1.) Remove the range finder housing and screw 
the dummy speed setttng knob ( Tool #500 H) 
into the top of the speed setting shaft. 
The width of the opening or slit between 
the curtains must be measured when the 
slit is at the left edge of the aperture 
in the case. 

2.) To check the Width of the slit, Wind the 
shutter, set it on 1/1000, and hold the 
dummy speed setting knob so it and the 
shutter mechanism cannot turn \·hen the 
shutter release lever is pulled down. Pull 
the.shutter release lever down and hold it. 
Holding the dummy speed knob, let it turn 
counterclockwise slowly until the slit is 
at the �eft edge of the aperture. At this 
point the distance between the two curtains 
should be not less than .02811 nor more than 
.03011• It is very important that the dummy 
speed knob be held so that n�ither curtain 

moves when the shutter release lever is 
pulled down. If they do, you will not get 
the correct opening. 

3.) You will notice that as the curtains go 
across the aperture slowly, the slit gradu
ally becomes wider. This compensates for 
the increased acceleration of the curtains 
as they travel across the aperture. The 
wider opening off s�ts the increased curtain 
speed, giving an even exposure over the whole 
length of the picture. 
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NOTE: It is very important that the 
width of the slit between the curtains 
be kept within these limits. If the open
ing is too wide or too narrow it will af
fect the illumination of all pictures 
taken at 1/1000 of a second, causing them 
to be streaky or uneven. · 

If the sli t is too narrow ( less than .02811), 
release the shutter and grasp the ribbon 
end of the narrow curtain. Pull it to the 
left as far as it will come, put a small 
wedge between the curtain roller and the 
case so it will not go back, and turn the 
winding curtain roller shaft until the cur
tain anchor strip is up. Put a narrow 
strip of ve)y thin adhesive tape ( such as 
Scotch tape across the roller from top to 
bottom, next to the left edge of the anchor 
strip. This will enlarge the diameter of 
the roller, and make it wind up a little 
more of the curtain, increasing the width 
of the slit. 

R�move the wedge from the curtain 
roller and let the curtain roll back slowly� 
being sure the ribbons roll onto the roller 
evenly. Recheck the slit and if it is not 
right, put a"wider or narrower strip of tape 
on the roller. Usually a strip of tape from 
1/32" to 3/3211 wide will be enough. DO NOT 
use a strip more than 1/411 wide and DONOT 

II - --
USe tape that is more than .005 thick. If 
the tape is too wide or too thick, or if 
there is a bump of any kind on the roller, 
the curtain will not come off the roller 
evenly, and will result in light and dark 
Streaks in the illumination at 1/1000 of a 
second. 

5 . . )· If the slit is too wide, ( more than . 030 " ) 
· · it is sometimes possible to close it a 

. little by loosening the curtain anchor 
· strip screws slightly, and pulling the cur

tain to the right a very small amount. It 
is possible to make only a very small ad 
justment in this way, because, if the cur 
tain is pulled out too far, there will not 
be enough left under the anchor strip to 
hold it. Afte� operating the shutter sev
eral times it w ill pull out farther, clos-

� · lng the slit, and may possibly pull out 
completely. 
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6.) DO NOT put any tape on the ribbon rollers, 
under the wide curtain ribbons. This would 
narrow the slit, but it will also cause 
streaky film. If the slit is too wide or 
too narrow to adjust in the above manner, 
it will be necessary to pull the two rib
bons off the ribbon rollers� Clean the 
cement from the rollers and the ends of 
the ribbons, and recement and adjust them 
as in Sec. 24; C, D, and G; 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8. 

Adjust 1/25 Second. 

1.) It � necessary to adjust the 1/2� second 
first, because the only way to adJUSt this 
speed is with the cur�ain roller tension 
springs. If it is necessary to make any 
adju�tment to this speed, all other speeds 
are affected. The 1/25 is adjusted with 
the curtain roller tension springs, by in
creasing or decreasing the tension of one 
or the other, or both of these springs. 

2.) To increase or decrease the tension of the 
curtain roller springs, back off the Cur
tain Shaft Retainer Screw #66892 a little, 
lift the ends of the Curtain Shaft Retainer 
#64943 out of the slots in the ends of the 
curtain shafts, and turn the shafts to the 
right or left 1/4 or 1/2 a turn. Replace 
the retainer in the end of the shafts, un
til the 1/25 is within the tolerance limit, 
see Fig. 15. 

3.) There must be enough tension on the cur
tain roller springs at all times to close 
the narrow curtain on 1 second and "B", and 
to snap the wide curtain all the way across 
the apertureon11B11• 

C. Adjust 1/1000 Second. 

1.) Check 1/1000 speed, and if it is off, it 
can be adjusted by a little additional ad
justment to the curtain roller springs. In
creasing the tension of the narrow cu�tain 
speeds up the l/lJOO, as it makes the narrow 
curtain follow the wide curtain a little 
faster, therefore, giving a shorter expo
sure. Decreasing the tension of the narrow 
curtain will slow down the 1/1000. 

2:) Increasing the tension of the wide curtain 
slows down the 1/1000, because it makes the 
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wide curtain pull away from the narrow 
curtain a little faster, therefore, giving 
a longer exposure. Decreasing the tension of 
the wide curtain will speed up the 1/1000. 

Usuaily 1/4 or 1/2 a turn, one way or the 
other, will bring the 1/1000 within the 
required tolerance limits, and as· a rule 
will not affect the 1/25. However, it is 
best to check the 1/25 after 1/1000 is right. 
Readjust if necessary, until both spe�ds 
are right. 

4. ) .Recheck the curtain opening, because in
creasing or decreasing the curtain roller 

- tension has a tendency to affect the width 
of the opening. Increased tension on the 
narrow curtain tends to narrow the slit, 
while increased tension on the wide curtain 
tends to widen the slit, and vice versa. 

D. Adjust 1 Second. 

1.) This speed can be partly adjusted with 
the curtain roller springs, by increasing 
or decreasing the tension of one or both 
of them a little, being careful not to throw 
1/25 and 1/1000 out. 

2.) Increasing the tension of the narrow curtain 
will sueed up 1 second and possibly some of 
the other retard speeds (1/2, 1/5, and 1/10), 
but it may make the 1/25 and 1/1000 too fast. 
Decreasing the tension will slow down 1 
second and possibly the other retard speeds, 
but it may make the 1/25 and 1/1000 too slow. 

3.) Increasing the tension of the wide curtain 
Will soeed up 1 second, but it will tend to 
slow down 1/25 and 1/1000. Decreasing the 
tension will slow down 1 second, but will 
tend to speed up 1/25 and 1/1000. 

4.) One second can also be partly adjusted by 
increasing or decreasing the tension of the 
Back Lash Take-up Spring #33493, located 
above the Pallet Bracket on the Mechanism 
Plate Assembly ( and the Retard Lever Spring 
#77945 on the old style). More or less 
tension on these springs will affect the 
other retard speeds also. Changing the ten
sion of the Back Lash Take-up Spring will 
affect all of the retard speeds (1 sec., 
1/2, 1/5, and 1/10), but it will affect 1 
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sec. more than 1/2 , · 1/2 more than 1/5, and 
1/5 more than 1/10. Chang ing the tension 
of the retard lever spring , by stretch
ing it out a l ittle to make it weaker, 
or cutting off a coil or two to make it 
stronger, wil l affect 1 sec. and 1/2 
most, affecting 1 sec. more.than 1/2. 

5.) To increase the tension of the Back Lash 
Take-up Spring, pull the retard lever out 
sl owl y until it is out al l the way. At 
the same time hold a finger l ightly on 
the Back Lash Take-up Gear Assembl y 
#83494 ( see Fig . 2), so it wil l not run 
back when the retard lever is unmeshed. 
Turn the Back Lash Take-up Gear about 1/4 
of a turn countercl ockwise to increase 
the tension, or cl ockwise to decrease it, 
and push the retard lever back in. 

NOTE: On the ol d styl e Kodak which has 
the Retard Lever Spring, DO NOT remo�e 
al l the tension from the Back Lash Spring. 
This spring must have a l ittle tension on 
it at all times. 

On the l ate styl e Kodak which has no 
Re.ta.rd Lever Spring, the Back Lash Take
up Spring must have enoug h tension to re
turn the retard lever all the way back to 
the stop lug on the mechanism plate. Af
ter 1/25, 1/1000, and 1 second are prop
erly adjusted, check al l of the retard 
speeds and adjust where necessary. 

E. The high soeeds (1/25, 1/50, i/100, 1/250, 
1/500, and 1/1000) are control led, once the 
curtain rol l er tension springs and the curtain 
opening are adjusted properly, by the width

11
of 

the curtain opening. This varies from .030 at 
1/1000 to an opening a little wider than the 
aperture in the case, at 1/25. 

1.) The retard or sl ow soeeds (1 sec., 1/2, 
1/5, and 1/10) are controlled by the l ength 
of time the narrow curtain is held back, 
after the wide curtain has run across the · 

aper·ture. The narrow curtain is held back 
by the retarding action of the retard lever, 
and the retarding gear train. When the 
shutter is released while set for a high 
speed, the speed setting shaft immediatel y 
turns countercl ockwise almost a full turn, 
al lowing both curtains to snap across the 
aperture. 
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When the shutter is released while 
set for a retard speed, the wide curtain 
snaps across the aperture, but the speed 
setting shaft turns only about 1/3 of a 
turn. The retard operating stud #77949 
in the high speed dial strikes the retard 
lever dog #65171 ( see Fig. 14). The pres
sure of the mechanism against the side of 
the dog forces the left end of the retard 
lever out away from the mechanism, against 
the retarding action of the retarding gear 
train, until .it is out far enough to let 
the retard operating stud past the end of 
the dog, allowing the narrow curtain to 
close. 

2.) The distance that the mechanism has to 
force the retard lever against the retard
ing action of the gear train determines 
the length of the exposure. When the left 
end of the retard lever is all the way in 
toward the mechanism, the retard operating 
stud strikes the dog about 1/8" from the 
back end, taking a relatively long time to 
force it out against the gear train. If 
the left end of the retard lever is pushed 
p�rt way out, away from the mechanism, the 
stud will strike the dog farther back to
ward the end, and take a shorter time to 
force the retard lever through the gear 
train, giving a shorter exposure . 

. 3.) When the Range Finder Housing is on the 
Kodak, the Bulb Lever Stud #78033 ( see 
Fig. 10) performs the function of pushing 
the retard. lever. out, or allowing it to 
come in, to the proper position for the 
different retard soeeds. The bulb lever 
stud is in the Bulb Lever Assembly #78089, 
which is assembled to the under side of 
the retard speed setting knob. 

It II When the retard knob is moved from B 
to "25", the bulb lever stud, which is be
hind the retard lever, moves through an 
arc of about 90 degrees, pushing the retard 
lever out away from the mechanism. When 

11 II It JI the retard knob is moved from 25 to B , 
the stud moves back, allowing the retard 
lever to move back toward the mechanism. 

4�) In adjusting the retard speeds, it is nee
.. essary to adjust the retard lever so it 

.will come back to the proper. position to 
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give it the required run through the re
tard gear train for the speed selected. 
Also, it is necessary to remove the range 
finder housing to make the adjustments, 
and replace it to check the speeds. 

It is possible to see how the bulb lever 
stud operates the retard lever, and where 
the stud strikes the retard lever for the 
different speeds. Remove the range finder 
assembly from the case, and.the left range 
finder window from the housing; then put 
the housing on the Kodak, turn it upside 
down, and look through the window opening. 
The bulb lever stud will strike the retard 
lever at approximately the positions shown 
in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. 

F. Adjust 1/10 Second. 

1.) Be sure there is no side play between the 
bulb lever pivot and the retard setting 
knob where they are assembled, nor between 
the retard setting knob and the range 
finder housing. If there is any side play 
or lost motion at either of these points, 
the speeds will not read the same when the 
knob is turned clockwise as when it is 
turned counterclockwise. The speeds should 
read approximately the same either way. 

2.) On 1/10, the bulb lever stud should go into 
the notch of the retard lever so the point 
of the retard lever strikes the flat side 
of the stud at about its center. The 1/10 
must be adjusted so it will be within the 
tolerance when the index line at 111/1011 on 

·the retard knob is directly in line with 
the index line on the range finder housing, 
and when it is thrown out of line on either 
side()'f°"the index line on the housing about 
the thickness of the index line. This �l
lows a margin of safety if the two lines 
are not lined up exactly when set for 1/10. 
All other speeds must be set directly on 
the line. 

3.) In order to have 1/10 read approximately 
the same in each of the three positions, 
it is necessary to have the flat side of 
the bulb lever stud, on which the retard 
lever rides, so it .is a 90-degree angle 
with an imaginary line drawn through the 
center of the bulb lever stud and the 
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center of the bulb lever screw #78030 ( see 
Fig. 10). In moving the 1/10 from one side 
of the index line to the other, the point of 
the retard lever should travel on about the 
center third of the flat side of the stud, 
and the retard lever should not move in or 
out. If it does, twist the �tud a little 
until it- does not. 

If 1/10 is too fast, file a little 
off the flat surface of the notch in the 

�retard lever ( see Fig. llA ) . This moves 
the point which rides on the bulb lever 
stud away from the stud, allowing the le
ver to come in farther and making the 1/10 
slower. If 1/10 is too slow) swedge this 
surface out ( see Fig. llB ) , which will 
throw the point out, preventing the retard 
lever from coming in so far and making 
1/10 faster. 

4.) Care should be used when filing or swedg
ing this surface; a very small amount, 
taken off or swedged on, will make a lot 
of difference in the speed. 'i'wo or three 
light brushes across the surface with a 

·file, or one or two taps on a swedging tool, 
will usually be sufficient. A little ex
perimenting will soon show you just how 
much you can file or swedee at this point, 
and also on the 1/5 adjustment which comes 

.later. The point that touches the bulb 
lever stud is the part that is important 
in making this adjustmeht, but when filing, 
it is necessary to file the whole surface 
so as not to change the angle. When swedg
ing, place the swedging tool parallel with 
the flat surface, and tip it a little so 
�oat of the swedge is ·at the point. This 
adjustment should affe·ct 1/10 only, but it 
may affect 1/5 at times. 

5. ) Be sure :he bulb lever s�ud does not bottom 
.in the notch of the retard lever when the 
speed is set at 1/10. I( it does, file 
the notch a little deeper, being careful 
not to alter the speeds. 

6.) If both 1/10 and 1/5 are too fast, swedge 
the retard lever dog ( see Fig. 14), out 
a little, making it a little longer. This 
causes the mechanism to take longer to 
move it through the gea� train, and makes 
the speeds slower. If they are too slow, 
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file a little off the tip of the dog, (see 
Fig. 14), making it a little shorter, and 
making the speeds faster. After filing 
the tip of the dog, file the edge of it to 
bring the curve down to a point again and 
burnish it. DO NOT file or swedge much at 
a time as . oorr or . 00211' taken off or added 
to the dog will make a lot of difference in 
the speeds. 

Filing or swedging the dog will affect the 
1/10 and 1/5 most, affecting 1/10 more 
than 1/5. If it is necessary to file or 
swedge the dog very much to bring 1/10 and 
1/5 within the tolerance, it will also 
affect 1/2 and possibly 1 second, affecting 
1/2 less than 1/5, and l second less than 
1/2. 

Adjust 1/5 Second. 

When the shutter is set on 1/5 the re
tard lever will contact the bulb lever stud 
just above the point of the stud (see Fig. 
7). If 1/5 is too fast, file a little 
off the point of the retard lever (see Fig. 
12, A), to allow the lever to come in a 
little farther, making the speed slower. 
If 1/5 is too slow7 swedge the point of the 
retard lever out a little (see Fig. 12, B), 
to make it faster. This adjustment should 
affect 1/5 only, but it may affect 1/10 
and 1/2. 

Adjust 1/2 Second. 

1.) 

2.) 

3,) 

If 1/2 is too slow, and 1 second is on the 
slow side of its"t"olerance, the 1/2 can be 
speeded up the same as 1 second ·(see Sec. 
No. 23, DJ. Be careful not to make 1 sec
ond too fast. 

If 1/2 is too fast, and 1 second is on the 
fast side of its tolerance, the 1/2 can be 
slowed down the same as 1 second (see Sec. 
No. 23, D). Be careful not to make 1 second 
too slow. This adjustment may affect all 
retard speeds some. 

If 1/2 is too fast, and 1 second is on the 
slow side of its tolerance, file the retard 
lever where the bulb lever stud strikes it 
(see Fig. 13, A), to make it slower. 
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If 1/2 is too slow, and 1 second is on 
the fast side of its tolerance, swedge 
the retard lever where the bulb lever stud 
strikes it (see Fig. 13, B), to make it 
fas ter . 

Filing the retard lever for 1/2 will seldom 
affect 1/5, if care is used to keep away 
from the point of the retard le�er. Swedge
ing the retard lever for 1/2 wiil usually 
affect 1/5, and may possibly affect 1/10 
a. l ittle. 

NOTE: After making any adjustment on 1/10, 
1/5, 1/2, or 1 second, always check all of 
these speeds to see how much, if any, the 
adjustment made has affected the speeds, 
other than the one being adjusted. Make 
any additional adjustment necessary. 

I. Ad j ust Bulb Exposure. 

1.) The end of the Bulb Lever Ass embly #78089, 
w ith the two lips on it, lies over the pin 
on the top of the retard lever, with the 
pin between the two lips. With the retard 
knob set at 11B11, release the shutter and 
hold the release button down. The pin in 
the retard lever moves toward the back of 
the Kodak, and carries the bulb lever with 
it until the left end of the back lip 
strikes the upturned lug on the front end 
of the release lever. This stops the re
tard lever, and keeps the shutter open as 
long as the release button is held down. 
When the release button is released, the 
lug on the release lever moves away from 
the bulb lever; the retard lever completes 
it ' s travel through the retard gear train 
and the shutter closes. 

2.) The retard knob should turn clockwise un
·til the index line at 11Bn is a little past 
the index line on the :r.ange finder housing. 
The shutter should stay open for a bulb 

!! 11 exposure �hen the index line at B is set 
about the thicknes·s of the line to the 
right of the index litie on the range finder 
housing, and when the retard knob is at the 
end of its clockwise travel, or at any point 
between these two limits. 

· .·rf th� shutter does not stay ooen when 
II II • 

set for Bulb , bend the lug on the release 
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lever to the right a little. If it still 
does not stay open, bend the left end of 
the back lip on the bulb lever out a lit
tle, toward the back of the housing. If 
the lip of the bulb lever is bent back too 
far, it will interfere with the proper re
leasing of the shutter on "B". 

24. F1tt1.ng New Shutter Curtain$. 

A. If it is necessary to fit new shutter curtains, 
remove the old curtains. Then remove all of 
the old cement ( Vulcolac ) from the ribbon roll
ers, and the long and short curtain rollers. 
DO NOT remove any of the black coating which is 
on the long and short curtain rollers. This 
black coating is a sizing material to which 
the Vulcolac, used for cementing the curtains 
to the rollers, will adhere better than to bare 
metal. 

B. Be sure the ends of the curtains are square, 
and parallel to each other. Lay the free end 
of the curtain assembly long #73071 on a piece 
of cardboard, with the rubber side up, and the 
ribbons to the right. Place the Winding Cur
tain Clamp #68873 on the free end of the cur
tain and line it up with the curtain, at the 
curtain's end, with the hole that is nearest 
the end of the clamp away from you. Now with 
a sharp pointed instrument, make small holes 

c. 

in the curtain through each hole in the curtain 
clamp. Place the rubber side of the curtain 
down, and put a thin coat of Vulcolac on the 
end of each ribbon, about 9/1611 from the end 
( see Fig. 16). 

Cut the corners of the wide curtain as shown 
in fig. 16; place the rubber side down, and 
coat about 9/1611 of the end of each ribbon 
with Vulcolac; also put a coat about 1/4" 
wide across the end of the curtain 0n the fab
ric side ( see Fig. 16). Lay both curtains 
aside for a few minutes to allow the Vulcolac 
to set. While waiting for the Vul�olac on the 
curtains to set, wind the shutter, set it.on 
1/1000, and release it. 

Turn the winding curtain roller clockwise, 
as far as it _will go, and, with a pair of 
tweezers, grasp the flange of the upper ribbon 
roller. Be sure it is turned clockwise as far 
as it will go. With the Kodak face down, and 
the top away from you, turn the winding gear 
until the groove in the winding curtain roller 
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comes up, and goes a little past top center. 
Put a pencil mark across each ribbon roller , 

about 1/811 to the right of the right edge of 
the �roove in the winding curtain roller. 

Put a light coat of Vulcolac about half-way 
around each ribbon roller in a clockwise 
direction, starting at the pencil mark . 

Put a light coat of Vulcolac on the plack sur
face of the two grooves in the Curtain Ro l ler 
Assembly-Short #73062, starting at the same 
place in each groove, and leaving about 1/8" 
uncoated. 

1.) 

2. ) 

3.) 

Put a light coat of Vulcolac on the Cur
t ain Roller Assembly-Long #73061, about 
1/411 w ide , and the full length of the 
rol ler. 

Wind and rel e a s e the shutter. Be sure the 
winding curtain roller and both ribbon 
rollers are turned clockwise as far as 
they will go, and turn the winding gear 
until the groove in the winding curtain 
roller is up. Lay the long curtain on the 
back of the Kodak, rubber side up, with the 
left end of it up aga inst the left edge of 
the groove in the winding cur tain roller. 
Assemble the curtain clamp with the Curtain 
Clamp Screw-Long #55321 in the center hole, 
and the two Curtain Clamp Screws-Short 

-#78049 in the two end holes. Be sure the 
curtain is parallel with the case, and 
tighten the s crews. If the edge of the 
clamp projects above the roller, file it 
down flush with the roller; and if the 
heads of the screws project above the clamp, 
file �hem flush with the clamp. 

Slip the ends of the r ibb on s down between 
the rolle r and the c ase , and between the 
roller and idler shaft on the late model . 
Pull the ribbons and the curtain through 
and up, over the roller and the back of 
the. case , so there will be 3/4 of a turn 
of the curtain on the rolle r when the shut� 
ter is released. Put a second coat of Vul
colac .on the end of the upper ribbon, 
and, starting the end of the ribbon at 

·the end of the coat of Vulcolac on the 
curtain roller short, turn the roller 
clockwise, smoothing the ribbon on the 
roller as it turns. 
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Put the second coat of Vulcolac on the 
end of the lower ribbon, and cement it 
to the roller the same as above, start
ing it in the same position on the roller 
as the upper ribbon. Turn the curtain 
roller shaft clockwise until the slack 
is out of the curtain., Give it two or 
three full turns more, and lock it with 
the curtain shaft retainer. Wind and 
release the shutter two or ,three times, 
to see that the curtain winds on the wind
ing curtain roller smoothly and evenly. 

If it runs to one side or the other, pull 
the curtain to the left until the un
cemented part of the ribbons is ofr---the 
roller; hold the end of the roller on the 
side toward which the curtain is running, 
and pull the opposite ribbon so it will 
slide around on the roller a little. Let 
the ribbons wind back on the roller evenly; 
recheck and repeat if necessary until the 
curtain winds on the winding roller evenly. 

The curtain must wind straight, without 
bulg�gg_ anywhere, and the end of the cur
tain must be square with the aperture in 
the case. If the curtain rides up on, 
o� piles up against the flange at the 
upper end of the winding curtain roller, 
it may cause the roller to bind. 

When the long curtain is adjusted so it 
winds properly, wind the shutter and leave 
it wound. This should bring the right end 
of the curtain above the right side of the 
winding curtain roller, when the shutter 
is set at 1/1000. Turn the curtain roller 
long, so the section that is coated with 
Vulcolac is toward the left end of the 
Kodak, and the right edge of the strip cf 
Vulcolac is just visible below the right 
edge of the curtain roller short. 

Put a second coat of Vulcolac across the 
end of the shoPt curtain; lay the cur.tain 
on the back of the case rubber side out, 
with the left end against the right end 
of the long curtain and line it up parallel 
with the case. Hold it in this position by 
pressing two fingers of the left hand down 
against the upper and lower part of the 
case. Slide one finger of the right hand 
down over the curtain and the curtain 
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rollers until it is against the case; press 
it against the roller, and turn the roller 
and curtain counterclockwise until the 
finger is over the cemented portion of the 
curtain and roller; slide it back and forth 
over the length or the roller, smoothing the 
curtain onto the roller. 

3.) Release the shutter, and turn the winding 
gear until the pencil marks on tpe ribbon 
rollers are up. Bring the lower ribbon 
over the top of the ribbon roller, pass 
it underneath the ribbon roller from the 
left, and up between the roller and the 
case. Put a second coat of Vulcolac on 
the end of the ribbon,· and cement it to 
the roller, starting the end of the rib
bon at the pencil mark, and smoothing it 
out clockwise around the roller. Keep 
the edge of the ribbon against the flange 
of the roller, but do not let it ride up 
on the flange. PasS-the upper ribbon down 
between the speed throwout lever shaft 
and the ribbon roller, underneath the 
roller, and up between the case and the 
roller, and cement it to the roller the 
same as the lower ribbon. 

NOTE: On the late model be sure the rib� 
bons pass underneath the ribbon rollers 
and between the idler shaft and the rollers. 

4.) Release the shutter. Turn the curtain 
roller shaft clockwise until the slack is 
out of the curtain. Give it three or four 
full turns more, and lock it with the cur
tain shaft retainer. Wind the shutter to 
see that the curtain lies smooth and 
straight across the back of the Kodak. If 
it pulls to one side or the other and 
wrinkles, release the shut:er, pull the 
curtai� out until the uncemented part is 
off the roller, hold the end of the roller 
on the side toward which the curtain is 
running, and pull the opposite side of the 
curtain so it will slide around on the 
roller a little bit. Wind the shutter, 
check the curtain, and repeat if neces-
sary until the curtain winds evenly with
out wrinkling. 

NOTE: In adjusting the·.curtains to wind 
straight, do not pull the curtain or rib
bons off the rollers, but pull them so 
they will slide around on the rollers. 
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5.) When both curtains are adjusted so they 
wind properly, the short curtain will 
probably overlap the long curtain a lit
tle when the shutter is wound. They must 
now be adjusted so thef. have the proper 
opening (.028" to .030') at 1/1000. 

6.) With the shutter wound, hold the dummy 
speed setting knob so the mechanism and 
curtains cannot turn when the shutter is 
released (see Sec. No. 23, A, 2). Pull 
the shutter release down; hold it, and let 
the knob and mechanism turn slowly until 
the ends of the curtains are at the left 
edge of the aperture. If they overlap, 
or if the slit is too narrow, let go of 
the speed setting knob and let the shut
ter close. Grasp the upper curtain rib
bon near the ribbon roller, and pull it 
toward the right end of the Kodak, so 
the ribbon will slide around the roller 
a very little bit. 

7.) Wind the shutter, check the opening, and 
repeat if necessary until the opening 
is . 025" to . 023". If the curtain rib
bon is pulled too far, and the opening 
is too wide) hold the ribbon roller flange 
with a pair of tweezers, and work the rib
bon back a little with a screw driver, 
being careful not to tear it. When the 
curtain opening is adjusted to .025" 
to .02811, pull the lower curtain ribbon 
around the ribbon roller until the end 
of the curtain is exactly parallel with 
the case, when theshu-c-cer is in the re
leased position. Clean any excess Vul
colac from the outer side of the ends of 
the short curtain ribbons, and_from the 
ribbon rollers. 

8.) When the curtains are properly adjusted, 
put the Kodak in an oven that can be kept 
at an even temperature of from 110 to 115 
degrees F. 13 hours. This thoroughly 
dries the Vulcolac, and prevents the .cur
tains and ribbons from sliding on the 
rollers, which would change the curtain 
opening. If it is not baked, the Vul
colac stays tacky. It is necessary to 
work fairly fast when cementing and ad
justing curtains,. so as to get them ad
justed before the Vulcolac sets too much, 
making it hard to move them. 
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NOTE: It is better when fitting new cur
tains to ad j ust them so the slit is a lit
tle narrow ( . 02511 to .02811 as above) than 
to set �hem at the proper opening of . 028 1 1  
to . 030 ' because the ribbons may slip a 
little before the Vulcolac is thoroughly 
dried, which would cause the· opening to 
become too wide. It is easier to adjust 
the opening if it is too narrow than if 
it is too wide. 

After the curtains �re baked, adjust the 
tension on the curtain roller tension 
springs as describ e d in Sec . 7. " Prelimin 
ary Setting of Curtain Tension.

" 

. Wind the shutter and check the curtain 
opening. If it is not correct, adjust it 
as described in Sec. 23, A. 

When the curtains are fitted and ad
justed properly, proceed to adjust the 
speeds as described in ·sec. 23, B to I 
inclusive. 

25. Adjustment of View Finder. 

A. Screw a lens into the front of the Kodak. 

B. Check the Front Finder Lens Bracket Assembly 
#73093 ( see Fig. 5); see that it has very 
little side play, and works absolutely free. 
If �t binds or has too much play, ref it the 
screw, using Tool No. 500 N. 

C. 1.) Adjust thi Front Finder Lens Bracke t Spring 
#72151 so it has just enough tension to 
throw the bracket out about 1/8" from the 
top of the Range Finder Housing, when the 
housing is held in a vertical position with 
the rele�se button end up . �his is to be 
sure the Finder Lens Bracket will work when 
taking a vertical picture. With the Kodak 
in a normal position the Finder Lens Brack
et would. drop of it s own weight even though 
the spring was a little weak. 

2.) When the focusing ring on the lens is 
turned from infin ity toward 3-1/2 feet, 
the Ran�e Finder Focus Lever #64923 ( see 
Fig. 17) is forced b�ckward by the cam on 
the back of the lens, and the Front Finder 
Lens Bracket drops down. When the focus-

- ing ring is turned from 3-1/2 feet toward 
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infinity the Range Finder Focus Lever 
#64923 is forced forward by the Eye Piece 
Focus Lever Spring #72132 ( see Fig. 17) 
In moving forward the Focus Lever has to 
push the Finder Lens Bracket up. The 
Finder Lens Bracket rides on a cam near 
the left end of the Range Finder Focus 
Lever ( see Fig. 17). If there is too much 
tension on the Eront Finder Lens Bracket 
Spring, it will counteract the tension of 
the Eye Piece Focus Lever Spring, and 

neither the Range Finder Focus Lever nor 
the Finder Lens Bracket will complete it s 
full travel. 

n.· See that the front end of the Range Finder 
Light Guard #72131 ( see Fig. 17) is up on the 
p�ojecting edge of the Erecting Prism Mount 
#64933, and against the Erecting Prism and 
Collective Lens Assembly #57278. This is im
portant, because when the Range Finder Hous
ing is on the Kodak there is very little 
clearance between the end of the Finder.Lens 
Bracket and the Erecting Prism Mount, and if 
the light guard is not up on the edge of the 
Prism Mount it will p�event the Finder Lens 
Bracket from working properly. 

E. 1.) Put the Range Finder Housing on the Kodak, 
set the View Finder Compensatin� Lever 
Knob #64940 ( see Fig. 4) at "75 , and turn 
the Finder Eye Piece Lens Mount #64948 out 
as far as possible. Look into, not 
through, the view finder and whire-turning 
the focusing ring on the lens you ce.n see 
the Front Finder Lens Bracket move up and 
down. 

2.) When the focusing ring is turned from 
3-1/2 feet toward infinity the Finder Lens 
Bracket will move up, and vice versa. 
The Finder Lens Bracket must continue to 
move as long as the Focusing Ring �..aves, 
and must not stoo before the Focusing Ring 
has completed it s full travel in either 
direction. 

3.) If the Finder Lens Bracket stops before 
the Focusing Ring comes to a stop at the 
end of it s travel, find the cause and 
correct it. It may be caused by a bind 
in the Finder Lens Bracket or the Range 
Finder Focus Lever·, too much tension on 
the Finder Lens Bracket Spring, too little 
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tension on the Ere Piece Focus Lever Spring, 
or the Range Finder Light Guard may be off 
the Erecting Prism Mount. 

When the Front Finder Lens Bracket is work
ing properly, mount the Kodak on the mount
ing plate of the view finder aiming target 
( Tool No. 500, 1-2) -- be sure it is screwed 
tight to the plate. Set the View Finder 
Compensating Lever Knob at "153", turn the 
Finder Eye Piece Lens·Mount out a� far as 
possible, and slip the target eye piece 
( Tool No. 500, 1-4) on the end of the Finder 
Eye Piece Lens Mount. 

2.) With the focusing ring on the lens set at 
infinity, the small rectangle in the center 
of the target should be centered in the view 
finder, if the finder is aiming properl y. 
The short lines just outside of the rectangle 
are tolerance limits·-- the target can be 
off in the finder to one side, or at the top 
or bottom until these lines can just be seen, 
and st ill cover the subject satisfactorily. 

3.) If the target is too high in the view finder, 
remove the R ange Finder Housing, loosen the 
two Finder Lens Basket to Bracket Screws 
#49291, move the basket and lens toward the 
top of the Finder Lens Bracket and tighten 
the screws. 

If the target is too low, move the bas
ket and lens down on the bracket. 

If the target is too far to the right, 
move the basket and lens to the right on 
the bracket. 

if the target . is too far to the left, 
move the basket and lens to the left on the 
bracket. 

Replace the housing, recheck and read just, 
'if neces sary ; until the target is centered 
within the tolerance limits. 

G. After the t arget is centered at "153", turn the 
View Finder Compensating Lever Knob to 1150". 
Turn the Finder Eye Piece Lens Mount in as far 
as possible without pushing the target eye 
piece off, and check the view finder. At "50" 
the large rectangle on the chart should be 
centered in the finder within the tolerance 
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limits, when the fo�using ring on the lens is 
at infinity. When the focusing ring is turned 
to 3 -1/2 feet, the target should move up in 
the finder until the two horizontal dotted lines 
on the target are centered in the finder. 

As a rule, when the tar�et is centered with
in the tolerance limits at 153", it will be 
within the tolerance limits at "50". It may 
be necessary at times to throw the target off 
center at "15311 to the limit of tolerance, in 

' If If order to bring it within the tolerance at 50 . 
Be sure the View Finder Lens Compensating Lever 
Assembly #73092 (see Fig. 5) does not bind on 
the Guide Stud #64922. 

26. Adjusting the Range Finder. 

NOTE: For adjusting the Range Finder, make a 
chart like the one shown in Figure 18, and hang 
it approximately 50 feet from the work bench. 
This distance does not have to be exact. The 
chart can be closer if space does not allow 
50 feet, but it should not be closer than 25 
feet. Be sure the two parallel lines are ex
actly 4-1/8" from center to center. The tri
angle is used for adjusting the halving, and 
the two vertical lines for adjusting the coin
cidence. 

A. Adjust Halving. 

1.) With the Range Finder Housing on the Kodak, 
and the Housing to Case Screws tightened, 
look through the Range Finder at the tri
angle on the chart. Set the dividing line 
in the range finder across the triangle, 
so that part of the triangle is in the 
upper field (above the dividing line), and 
part in the lower field (below the divid
ing line). Turn the focusing ring on the 
lens so the lower helf of the triangle is 
directly below the upper half. The tri
angle will then look like either A, B, or 
C in Fig. 19. 

2.) If it is a perfect triangle across the 
dividing line as in Fig. 19 A, the halving 
adjustment is correct. If it looks like 
B or C, the halving adjustment is incorrect, 
and must be adjusted until it looks like A. 
In Fig. 19 B, the lower image is too high 
and in Fig. 19 C, the lower image is too 
low. 
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3.) ·When adjusting -the halving, it will be nec
essary to remove the range finder housing 

. . 

. to make the adjustment, and to replace it 
to check the adjustment. If the lower half 
of the triangle is too high, as in Fig. 19 
B, turn the End· Prism Mount Screw #59908, 
in the corner of the End Prism Mount-Large 
#64925 ( see Fis. 17), counterclockwise a 
�ery small amount. If the lower half is 
to� lo�, as in Fig. 19 C, turn the End Prism 
Mount Screw clockwise . 

4.) Check the range finder with the housing off 
the Kodak and adjust it until the triangle 
looks like Fig. 19 A. Put the housing on 

·the Kodak, screw the Housing to Case Screws 
down tight, a.nd check the Range Finder. If 
the triangle looks like B or C, Fig. 19, i t 
is. due to distortion of the top of the case 
and the range finder base, when the Housing 
to Case Screws are tight. 

In this case, note approximately how. 
far the halving is off, remove the housing, 
adjust the halving until it is off approxi
mately the same amount in the opposite di
rection, replace the housing, recheck, and 
readjust if necessary. Be sure the Housing 
to Case Screws are screwed tight each time 
the hou�ing is put on the Kodak. 

· 

5.) When the halving adjustment is correct, put 
the magazine on the Kodak, screw it on tight, 
and check the Range Finder. The magazine 
will sometimes distort the case enough to 
throw the halving out. If it does, remove 
the magazine and housing and readjust the 
halving, allowing for the distortion, until 
you have a perfect triangle across the di
viding lirie ur ·the range finder, with both 
the housing and the magazine on the Kodak. 
The ha.l ving can be off, one ''1ay or the 
other·, not more than half the thicv..n.ess 
of the· line--c;n-one side of the triangle, 
when the other side o� the triangle is in 
line ( see Fig. 19 D). . 

NOTE: The halving adjustment can be made 
with the End Pris17! Mount Screw, only i f a 
small adjustinent is necessary. If it is 
necessary to make a large adjustment, loosen 
the two ·screws in the objective bracket ( see 
Fig.· 17), �nd move the objective mount up 
or down on the bracket until the two halves 
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of the triangle are close; tighten the 
screws, and make the final adjustment with 
the End Prism Mount Screw. If too much ad
justment is made with the End Prism Mount 
Screw it will throw the lower field out of 
parallel with the upper field. Make them 
parallel by tightening o� loosening the End 
Prism Mount Screw5 make the adjustment as 
close as possible by moving the objective 
mount up or down, and mal<:e the final ad
justment with the End Prism Mount Screw. 

B. Adjust Range Finder Focus Lever. 

1.) The end of the Range Finder Focus Lever 
which projects out through the top of the 
Stationary Lens Mount must be adjusted to 
the proper lateral position in order to be 
able to interchange the various lenses. 
The Range Finder can be adjusted to any one 
of the lenses for the Kodak Ektra, and will 
give the proper focus for that one lens, 
regardless of the lateral position of the 
focus lever. If the focus lever is off 
laterally, however, it will not give the 
proper focus for any other lens. 

2.) In order to check and adjust the lateral 
position of the Range Finder Focus Lever 
#64923> it will be necessary to have a 
35-mm. lens and a 153-mm. lens. There is 
a cam on the back of the lenses, on which 
the end of the Range Finder Focus Lever 
rides. The pitch of this cam is different 
on each of the different focal length lenses. 
The cams on the 35-mm. and 153-mm. lenses 
are the two extremes, the cam on the 35-mm. 
lens having the steepest pitch and the cam 
on the 153-mm. lens having the shallowest 
pitch. If the Range Finder Focus Lever is 
adjusted laterally so it gives exactly the 

- same reading with 35-mm. lens as with the 
153-mm. lens, it will be correct for the 
other lenses. 

3.) Put the 153-mm. lens on the Kodak, and. · 

be sure it is seated tight. Set the focus
ing ring at infinity, look through the 
Range Finder at the range finder adjusting 
chart (Fig. 18), and have the dividing 
line of the Range Finder across the two 
vertical lines on the chart. Adjust the 
range finder coincidence until the right 
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line in the lower field is directly below 
the left line in the upper field (see Sec. 
26, c). 

4.) Remove the 153-mm. lens and put the 35-mm. 
lens on the Kodak. Set the focusing ring 
at infinity, and look through the Range 
Finder at the lines on the chart. If the 
right line in the lower field is directly 
below the left line in the upper field, 
as it was with the 153-mm. lens, ,the lat
eral position of the Range Finder Focus 
Lever is correct. If the lower line is 
to the right or left of the upper line, 
however, the lateral posi�ion of the Range 
Finder Focus Lever is incorrect, and the 
lever must be adjusted. 

5.) If the lower right line is to the left of 
the upper left line, remove the lens and 
bend the end of the range finder focus le
ver very slightly toward the right end of 
the Kodak. If it is to the right of the 
upper line, b�nd the lever toward the left 
end of the Kodak, being careful not to 
bend it in or out. Put the 153-mm. lens 
on the Kodak, and readjust the coincidence. 
Remove the 153-mm. lens, and put the 35-mrn. 
lens on. Check the Range Finder and re
adjust the lever, if necessary, until the 
Range Finder is exactly the same with both 
35-mm. and 153-mm. lenses. It will be 
necessary to check the Range Finder with 
both lenses after each adjustment of the 
Range Finder Focus Lever, because if the 
Range Finder Focus Lever is bent in or out 
� little, while bending it sideways, the 
position of the lines will change. 

Adjust Range Finder Coincidence. 

1.) When the halving and the lateral position 
of the Range Finder Focus Laver are prop
erly adjusted, remove the small cap (Range 
Finder Adj u sting Hole Cap #35332) from the 
right.end of the back of the Range Finder 
Housing. This cap can sometimes be removed, 
by placing the rubber end of Tool No. 500 W 
( tool for tightening the cap ) tightly against 
the plug, and turn i.ng it counterclockwise. 
If it can, the cap is not damaged and can be 
used again. 
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2.) If it cannot be removed with Tool No. 500 W, 
slip Tool No. 500 T into the Accessory 
Finder Bracket #7-3041 on to� of the Range 
Finder Housing (see Fig. 14), with the large 
hole over the cap. Insert Tool No. 500 R 
through the hole, press it tightly against 
the plug, and turn it cbunterclockwise. 
This damages the head of the cap, and for 
appearance it will be necessary to fit a 
new cap. If appearance is not important 
the old cap can be used again. Most of 
these caps are shellacked to keep them from 
working out, and the second method of re
moving them will be necessary. 

3.) Look through the ·range finder at the two 
vertical lines on the range finder adjust
ing chart (Fig. 18), and have the dividing 
line across the vertical lines on the chart. 
When the focusing ring is turned toward in
finity, the two lines in the lower field will 
move to the left; when the focusing .ring is 
turned toward 3� feet, the two lower lines 
will move to the right; they must continue 
to move as long as the focusing ring is 
turned in either direction. 

4.) If' the image in the lower field stops mov-. 
irig before the focusing ring has reached the 
end of its travel in either direction, lo
cate the cause and correct it. It may be 

.caused by a bind in the Front Finder Lens 
Bracket, or the Range Finder Focus Lever; 
too much tension on the Front Finder Lens 
Bracket Spring; too little tension on the 
Eye Piece Focus Lever Spring; or the Range 
Finder Light Guard may be off the end of 
the Erecting Prism Mount. 

5.) If the right line in the lower field is 
directlv below the left line in the uooer 
field when the focusing ring stops at in
finity, as in F i g . 20 A, the coincidence 
adjustment of the range finder is correct. 

If the right line in the lower field 
is to the left of the left line in the up
per field, as in Fig. 20 B, insert a small 
screw driver through the hole in the back 
of the Range Finder Housing and into the 
head of the Coincidence Prism Adjusting 
Screw #5892 �see Fig. 17). Turn the screw 
cloclC'..rise a very small amount. 
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If the right lowe r line is to the right 
of the le ft upper line, as in Fig. 20 C, 
turn the Coincidence Prism Adjusting Scre w 
counterclockwise . 

Che ck the range finder, turning the 
focusing ring away from, and back to infinity, 
and readjust, if ne ce ssary, until the lines 
are the same as in Fig. 20 A. 

I 

6.) Whe n the focusing ring is turne d until it 
stops at infinity, the lower right line 
must not stop short of the uppe r le ft line . 
It mu�at least come up e ve n  with the left 
uppe r line, but it can so past the upper 
line not more than half the thickne ss of 
the line,asin Fig. 20 D. It is be tter to 
adjust the coincidence so the lower right 
line will. come up to and go pas t the upper 
left line a very little bit, as in Fig. 20 
D, to be sure that it will always at least 
re ach it. 

7.) When the coincidence is properly adjuste d 
replace the cap in the back of the Range 
Finder Housing, using Tool No. 500 W. Whe n 
the range finder is adjusted so it coin
cide s properly at infinity, it will give a 
corre ct re ading and focus at all distance s 
on the focus scale. 

27. Focus Adjustme nt. 

·• ;·r 

A. Be sure the lens se at is cle an. The lens se at 
is the 1 16 shoulder inside the Le ns Mount I 

II . 

Asse mbly #73069 on the front of t he Kodak. Be 
sure the four milled bearing surfaces inside 
the Kodak case and on the front of the magazine 
are clean. This is important, b e c ause a few 
particle s of dust or dirt on these s urface s 
will make a differen c e  of .00411 or .005" in 
the distance from the l�ns to the film track, 

·.which is more than e nough to throw the focus 
out. 

B. Che ck and Adjust Focus of Magazine. 

1.) Remove the lens, place the magazine on 
the Kodak, screw it tight, and remove the 
back from the magazine. Place the support
ing block for focusing the masazine (Tool 
No. 500 A-1) on a surface plate which has 
a dial gauge graduated in 10,000ths. 
Place the focusing �eight che ck gauge ( Tool 
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No. 500 A-2) on the supporting block, and 
slide them both under the dial gauge. With 
the plunger of the dial gauge resting on 
the top of the height check gauge, adjust 
the dial gauge to read 110.11 

Remove the height check gauge from the sup
porting block, and place the Kodak face 
down on the supporting block, so the lens 
seat is resting on the top of the block. 
The distance from the lens seat to the film 

411 
track in the magazine should be 1.11 , plus 
or minus .001". The distance from the lens 
seat to the four milled bearing surfaces 
just outside the film track, on which the 
four prongs of the film Pressure Pad Assem
bly #73033 rest when the magazine back is 

. 
II closed, should be 1.123 , plus or minus 

II 911 .001 . This leaves a clearance of .00 
between the film track and the pressure 
pad. The height check gauge ( Tool No. 500 
A-2) is exactly 1.114". With the dial 

If I! I! II 1 gauge set at O , it should read 0 , p us 
or minus .00111, when the plunger is res�ing 
on the film track. It should read .009 , 
plus or minus .001",. on the four bearing 
surfaces. 

If ·any or all of the bearing surfaces a�e 
too high ( more than .01011 on the dial gauge ) , 
remove the magazine, and lay it face down 
on the bench. With a piece of fibre ana:-a 
hammer, strike the high surfaces lightly, 
driving· them down a little. If any or all 
of them are too low ( less than .00811 on 
the dial gauge ) , remove the magazine, lay 
it face � on the bench, and drive the low 
surfaces up a little. 

If the bearing surfaces at the top of the 
magazine are low, 3trike the casting be
tween the top edge of the casting and the 
top edge of the magazine shutter cover, 
opposite the bearing surfaces. If the 
lower surfaces are too low, slide the 
magazine shutter slide down even with.the 
bearing surface; strike the magazine shut
ter cover over the shutter slide, which 
will support the shutter cover and prevent 
it from being dented. 

·4.) Place the magazine on the Kodak, and check 
all four bearing surfaces. Readjust, if 
necessary, until they are all within the 
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. . 8" 
tolerance,· . 00 
ing surfaces and 
be in focus, and 
sure pad will be 

to .010". The four bear
the film track will now 
the film track and pres
square with the lens. 

C. Check and Adjust Focus of Pressure Pa�. 

1.) 

2.) 

Put the back on the magazine and lock it. 
Wind the shutter and set it at 11B11• Re
move the Release Button Plug Screw #72153 
(Fig. 4), screw a #1 T.B.r. Cable Release 
into the release button, and open the 11 11 dkf 

. 
shutter on B . Lay the Ko a. ace up on 
the bench, and place the focusing fixture 
( Tool No. 500 LJ into the lens mount so 
it rests on the lens seat. The thickness 
of the focusing fixture is exactly one 

. ( II 311 inch. Place a depth micrometer 2 to 
spindle ) on the top of the focusing fix
tur�, with the spindle through the hole, 
and turn the spindle down slowly until 

·th� small light in the fixture just lights. 

The micrometer should read . 123 1 1 , plus or 
minus .00111, at the instant the fixture 

411 lights. If it is more than .12 or less 
than .12211, remove the back from the maga
zine, and remove the pressure pad from 
the back. Bend the pressure pad through 
the center horizontally, up or down a 
little. Replace the pressure pad and back, 
recheck, and readjust, if necessary, until 
the pressure pad measures between .12211 1 411 11 and ,· 2 , which including the 1 of the 
fixture, wi 11 be 1. 12211 to 1. 124 11• Remove 
the cable release, and replace the release 
button screw. 

'I'ROUBLES CAUSES AND - REMEDIES 

1. Wide curtain stays open when shutter is wound. 

Cause 

Speed Curtain Pawl Spring 
#65076 ( see Fig. 1) is off 
the Speed Curtain Pawl 

. #64905. 

Remedy 

If Spring is not damaged, 
place it back in the 
groove on the back of the 
pawl. If it is damaged, 
fit a new spring. 
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Shutter does not close on 1 second or bulb. 

Cause 

( a ) The retard gear train 
is dirty and sluggish. 

(b ) the curtain roller 
bearings may be dry. 

Remedy 

( a ) Remove the shutter 
mechanism plate as
sembly. Wash out the 
retard gear train by 
running it in Carbon 
Tetrachloride, then 
dry it thoroughly. 
Run it out in pow
dered flake graphite, 
and be sure to blow 
all qf the graphite 
out of the mechanism. 
011 the shutter drive 
disc, intermediate cur
tain winding gears, de
layed action motor, 
and retard lever light
ly . Be careful not 
to get any oil on or 
near the retard gear 
train. 

( Note: The gear train 
can be run out in 
graphite, only if it 
is cleaned with Car
bon Tetrachloride, 
or some other clean
ing agent, which will 
dry thoroughly and 
leave no oily film on 
the mechanism. If 
gasoline or benzine 
or any cleaning agent 
of this type is used 
it will leave c.n oily 
film which will pick 
up and hold some of 
the graphite and will, 
in a short time, be
come gummy and cause 
the gear train to be
come sluggish. ) 

(b) Oil the end bearings 
of all three curtain 
rollers. 
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3. High speed cannot be set. 
High speed dial drops back when set to a high speed, 

Cause 

Speed Setting.Lock #77919 
broken. 

4. Shutter cannot be released. 

Cause 

Teeth broken off of Main 
Drive Shaft Locking Ratchet 
#64839, allowing Main Drive 
Shaft to drop back. 

Remedy 
. .  

.Fit new Speed Setting 
Shaft Assembly #78088. 

Remedy 

Fit ·new Main Drive Shaft 
Locking Ratchet. 

5. Main drive shaft turns without winding shutter. 

Cause 

The Shutter Lock Spring is 
off of the shutter lock. 

· , · ,  

Remedy 

Put the Shutter Lock 
Spring #72166 back on the 
shutter lock, or fit a 
new spring. 

6. Shutter opens while changing speeds. 
- · .  · . .. 

Cause 

Spee� �hrowout Lever 
#64830 rel�ases wide cur
tain too ·soon. 

7. Release button does not lock. 

C ause . 

-The lug .is broken out of 
the Release Button Bushing. 

Remedy 

Readjust the Stud for End 
Curtain Release #77956, in 
the under side of the Re
lease Lever Assembly 
#73079. 

Remedy 

Fit new Release Button 
Bushing #64343, Release 
Button #64342 and Tension 
Washer for Release Button 
Screw #81046. 

"'· 
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8. Delayed action doe�: not work. 

Cause 

The delayed actid_n gear 
train is dirty And slug
gish. 

9. Range finder does not work. 

Cause 

(a) Bind in Range Finder 
Focus Lever #64923. 

(b) Bind in Front Finder 
Lens Bracket #64935. 

(c) Too much tension on 
· Front Finder Lens 

Bracket Spring #72151. 

(d) Too little tension on 
Eye Piece Focus Lever 
Spring #72132. 

(e) Range Finder Light 
Guard #72131 off of 
Erecting Prism Mount 
#64933. 

Remedy 

Wash out the delayed 
action gear train in Car
bon Tetrachloride, and 
run it out in graphite, 
(see 2, p. 49) . 

. , 

Remedy 

(a) Refit Range Finder Fo
cus Lever. 

(b) Refit Front Finder 
Lens Bracket. 

(c) Decrease tension of 
Front Finder Lens 
Bracket Spring. 

(d) Increase tension of 
Eye Piece Focus Lever 
Spring. 

(e) Put front end of ·Range 
Finder Light Guard up 
on end of Erecting 
Prism Mount. 

10. View finder parallax adjustment does not work. 

Cause 

Same as No. 9 - a, b, c, 
d, and e. 

Remedy 

Same as No. 9 - a, b, c, 
d, and e. 

11. Lower field of range finder blarik. 

Cause 

Upper prism of Coincidence 
Pr ism Assembly #65152 sepa
rated from lower prism. 

Remedy 

Fit new Coincidence 
Prism and Base Assembly 
#86785. 
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Both fields of range finder blank. 

Cause 

Coincidence Prism Assembly 
separated fr9m base. 

Exposures overlap. 

Cause 

(a ) Shutter can be released 
before it is fully 
wound. 

(b) Tension spring in take
up spool is weak. 

Film does not wind. 

Cause 

(a.) Tens'ion spring in t.ake
up ripool is weak. 

( b ) Magazine wind ing gear 
pawl spring is off of 
the pawl. 

(c) Clutch teeth broken off 
of the end of the 
sprocket sleeve assem
bly. 

Remedy 

Fit new Coincidence 
Prism and Base Assembly 
#86785. 

. 

Remedy 

(a) Adjust the release 
lever so the shutter 
cannot be released 
until it is fully 
wound. 

(b) Increase the tension 
of the Take-up Spool 
Tension Spring #85384 
or fit.a new one. 

Remedy 
.. . .. 

(a ) Increase the tension 
of the Take-up Spool 
Tension Spring #85384 
or fit a new one. 

(b) Put the magazine 
spring for Winding 
Gear Pawl #65073 
back in the groove 
on the back of the 
pawl, or fit a new 
one. 

(c ) Fit a new Sprocket 
Sleeve Assembly 
#73040. 
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Magazine Casting broken near upper end of sprocket. 

Cause 

Trying to wind the magazine 
without pushing the rnaga-
z ine shutter slide over to 
the 

"
lock" position. 

Remedy 

Fit magazine parts to a 
new Magazine Casting 
#65100. 

16. Late style Sprocket Shaft Lock broken. 

Cause 

Trying to wind magazine 
without pushing the maga
zine shutter slide all 
the. way over to the 11 lock" 

position. 

Remedy 

Fit new late style 
Sprocket Shaft Lock 
#86603. 

17. Clutch teeth broken from end of Sprocket Sleeve Assembly. 

Cause 

Sarne as No. ;t6. 

Remedy 

Fit new Sprocket Sleeve 
Assembly #73040. 
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DISASSEMBLY OF MAGAZINE 

1. Remove and Disassemble Back. 

A. Unlock the back, pull the hinge pin out as 
far as possible, and remove the back from the 
magazine. 

B. Remove the Film Tension Pad Screw #74111, and 
then remove the Pressure Pad Assembly #73033 
by pulling it slightly toward the right end 
of the back. 

· 

C. Remove the Sorocket Shoe Screws (2) #11129, 
and lift off

.
the Sprocket Shoe #72104. 

D. Remove the Winding Handle Screw #64980, using 
the wide end of Tool No. 500 C. Remove the 
Winding Handle Ratchet #64981 , and the maga
zine Winding Gear Assembly #73029 from the in� 
side of the back. Remove the Winding Handle 
Assembly #73028 after disconnecting the Wind
ing Handle Return Spring #65138 from the winding 
handle. 

2. Remove the Spool Throw-out Lever Screw #65124, and 
the Throw-out Lever Assembly #73043. 

, . · Remove the Take-up Gear Assembly Screws (3) #56734, 
and the Take-up Gear Assembly #73037. 

4. Swing the Take-up Gear Pawl #72125 down past the Take
up Spool Core, and pull out the Take-up Spool Core 
#65122 and the Take-up Spool Clutch Assembly #73039. 
Be careful not to lose the Take-up Spool Tension 
Spring #85384, which is wrapped around the Take-up 
Spool Core. 

5. Lift the Take-up Spool Assembly #73038 and the Take-up 
Spool Core Washer #65174 out of the casting. 

6. Remove the Magazine Shutter Cover to Magazine Rivets 
(4) #78043 and Magazine Shutter Cover Screws (4) 
#56570, and remove the Magazine Shutter Cover #65007. 

7. Remove the Magazine Shutter Slide Asserr.bly. 

To remove the Magazine Shutter Slide 
Assembly #38228 ( old style #73047), slide 
the shutter slide over to the right end of 

_the magazine. Slip the spring steel clip 
( Tool No. 500 GG ) over the Shutter Slide 
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Guard Assembly #73046, slide the shutte r 
slide back ove r the clip, pry up the . free 
side of the shutte r slide until the two prongs 
rest on the clip, and slip the shutte r slide 
off. 

NOTE: This metal clip preve nts scratching 
the shutter slide guard, and he lps in remov
ing and replacing the shutter slide . 

8. Remove the Hinge Se ction to Magazine Screws ( Long) (2) 
#61311 and re move the Shutte r Slide Guard Assembly 
#73046. Re move the Magazine Shutte r Slide Lock #87005. 
Magazine Shutte r Slide Lock Plunge r #87006 and the 
Magazine Shutte r Slide Plunge r Spring #87007. Pull 
the hinge pin out of the Hinge Se ction #87004 ( old 
style #72124), and remove the Hinge Se ction. 

NOTE: The three parts #87005, #87006, and #87007 
are on the late style magazine only. The shutte r 
slide lock on the old style magazine is part of the 
shutte r slide . 

9. Re move the Magazine Lock Plate Scre ws (4) #56570, and 
the Magazine Lock Plate #65148, the round, black plate , 
on the uppe r left e nd of the magazine . Afte r removing 
it, it is possible to re ach down through the hole under
neath it to remove the rewind Key Plate Screws. 

10. Re move and Disasse mble the Re wind Crank Assembly. 

A. With the long scre w drive r ( Tool No. 500 U), 
re ach down through the hole in the uppe r side 
of the magazine ; re move the re wind Ke y Plate 
to Magazine Scre ws (2) #72117, and pull the 
Rewind Crank Assembly #73036 out of the cast
ing. 

B. Re move the Ke y Web Scre w #66892 ,  and re move 
the Re wind Ke y We b #83499, Rewind Ke y We b 
Washe r #72113, Supply Spool Hub Yoke #65110, 
and the Re wind Key We b Spring #33498. 

C. Re move the Locking Plate to Key Collar Scre ws 
(2) #5532 1, the Locking Plate for Ke y Collar 
#72116, and the Rewind Ke y Plate #65101. 

D. Push out the Re wind Key Pin #65145, and re
move the Winding Ke y #65102, Rewind Key Shaft 
#83500, and the Re wind Ke y Spring #72110 from 
the Ke y Collar #65103. 
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11. With the long screw driver (Tool No. 500 U), remove the 
Key Plate to Magazine Screws (2) #72117. Then remove 
the Dummy Key Plate #65111, the Magazine Counter Dial 
Assembly #73103, and Hinge Pin #65134. 

12. A. On the late style magazine, remove the Sprock-
et Shaft Lock Spring Screws (2) #86605, the 
Sprocket Shaft Lock Spring #86604, and the 
Sprocket Shaft Lock #86603. The late style 
Sprocket Shaft Lock is long, is located near 
the bottom of the magazine, and locks in the 
Sprocket Clutch #86606. 

B. On the old style magazine, remove the Sprocket 
Shaft Lock Support Screws (2) #56736, the 
Sprocket Shaft Lock Support #72119, the Sprock
et Shaft Lock Spring #65140, and the Sprocket 
Shaft Lock #65175. The old style Sprocket 
Shaft Lock is short, is located near the top 
of the magazine, and locks in the Sprocket 
Winding Gear. 

13. Remove Sprocket and Shaft Assembly. 

A. Turn the Sprocket Shaft and look for a small 
file mark on the old style Sprocket Clutch 
#65032, or on the Sprocket Shaft #65128 near 
the late style Sprocket Clutch #86606. With 
this mark up, if the magazine is a late style 
one, put a small mark on the hub of the sprock
et Winding Gear Assembly #87294 near the taper 
pin hole. 

B. Turn the shaft a half turn, so the marks are 
down, and drive out the Taper Pin #78053. 

C. Remove the Sprocket Shaft Bearing Lower #65126, 
pull out the Winding Gear Key #65031, and lift 
the Sprocket and Shaft Assembly #87295 (old 
style.# 73042) out of the magazine, upper end 
first. 

REASSEMBLING AND FITTING .MAGAZINE 

1. Reassemble· Sprocket and Shaft Assembly. 

A. Put a little oil on the Sprocket Shaft #65128, 
�nd put the Sprocket Sleeve Assembly #73040 and 
the late style Sprocket Clutch #36606 on the 

--
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shaft { the old style Sprocket Clutch #65032 
does not come off the Shaft, unless the pin is 
removed) . Be sure the Sprocket Sleeve spins 
freely on the Shaft, and the Clutch slides in 
and out without binding on the. pin. Put the 
Winding Gear Assembly #87294 ( old style #73041) 
on the upper end of the Shaft, and put the 
Sprocket and Shaft Assembly into the magazine, 
lower end first. 

· ·  · •  

B. Put a little oil on the lower end of the Sprock
et Shaft, and screw the Sprocket Shaft Bearing 
Lower #65126 into place. 

C. There is a small file mark on the edge of the 
Winding Gear Key #65031. With the magazine 
lying face up, put the key into the magazine 
with the file mark up, and turn the Winding 
Gear so the mark near the taper pin hole is up 
( on the old style �agazine turn the Winding Gear 
so the step cut in the side of the hub is toward 
the right end of the magazine ) . Turn the .shaft 
so the file mark at the lower end is up, line 
up the taper pin holes, and drive in the Taper 
Pin #78053. 

NOTE: The file marks on these three parts will 
enable you to line up the taper pin holes so 
the tapers will all be the same way. ) 

D. Be sure the Sprocket Shaft turns freely in the 
magazine, and be sure the Spro·cket -turns freely 
on the Shaft when the Clutch is disengaged. 

2. A. On the late style magazine, reissemble the 
Sprocket Shaft Lock #86603, the Sprocket Shaft 
Lock Spring #36604, and the Sprocket Shaft Lock 
Spring Screws ( 2 ) #86605. 

B. On the old style magazine reassemble the 
Sprocket Shaft Lock #65175, the Sprocket Shaft 
Lock Support #72119, the Sprocket Shaft Lock 
Support Screws (2) #56736, and the Sprocket 
Shaft Lock spring #65140. 

3. Fit New Sprocket Shaft Lock. 

A. W'hen fitting a new Sprocket Shaft Lock, either 
old or late style, see that it works freely 
in its place in the magazine. 
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B. Turn the Sprocket Shaft until it stops against 
the Sprocket Shaft Lock. Lay the winding gear 
key gauge (Tool No. 500 E) on the magazine, 
and check the angle of the Key, which should 
turn past center to approximately a five degree 
angle (see Fig 21). File the locking end 
of the Lock until the angle of the key is 
correct. If the Lock is too short, and the 
key turns too far, swedge the Lock a little. 

r 

C. On the old style magazine, put the Lock in 
place, slide it away from the shaft as far 
as it will go, and see that it clears the hub 
of the Winding Gear. 

D. There should be not more than .00211 or . 003 " 

clearance between the Lock and the hub of the 
Winding Gear. Bend the end of the Lock until 
the clearance is correct. Be sure the Taper 
Pin in the Sprocket Shaft does not project on 
either side of the winding gear hub, or it 
Will catch on the Lock. 

4. If the Hinge Pin #65134 has been removed from the Maga
zine Counter Dial Assembly #73103, put it back in 
place. Put the Magazine Counter Dial Assembly on the 
magazine, so the screw holes are lined up and the Hinge 
Pin is in the grooves in the casting. Place the Dummy 
Key Plate #65111 over the Counter Dial Assembly with 
the two grooves over the Hinge Pin, and assemble the 
dummy Key Plate to Magazine Screws (2) #72117. 

5. Reassemble arid Refit Rewind Crank Assembly. 

A. Place the Rewind Key Spring #72110 on the Re
wind Key Shaft #83500, �nd put the Shaft and 
Spring into the rewind Key Collar #65103 so 
the small pin in the Shaft will go into the 
�roove in the collar. Put the Winding Key 
{handle) #65102 in place, and push the Re.wind 
Key Pin #65145 through the collar and key. 

B. Put the Rewind Key Plate #65101, dver the re
wind key collar, put the Locking Plate for 
Key Collar #72116 in place, and assemble the· 
Locking Plate to Key Collar Screws (2) #55321. 

C. Place the Rewind Key Web S pr ing #83498 over 
the end of the Rewind Key Shaft, place the 
Sup�ly Spobl Hub Yoke #65110 over the Rewind 
Key Plate, put the Rewind Key Web #83499 over 
the end of the shaft, put the Rewind Key Web 
Washer #72113 onto the end of the shaft, and 
assemble the Key Web Screw #66392. 

., 
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D. Put the Rewind Crank Assembly #73036 into the 
casting, with the handle pointing toward the 
left end of the casting and parallel with it, 
and assemble the rewind Key Plate to Maga
zine Screws (2) #72117. The Key, or handle, 
should raise and lower easily and smoothly, 
and have very little play when folded. 

6. Clean the old filler from the recess in•the upper 
righi end of the casting, apply a fresh coat of black 
filler to prevent li§ht leak, and reassemble the 
Magazine Lock Plate "65148 with the Magazine Lock 
Plate Screws (4) #56570. . 

7. A. Pull the Hinge Pin out as far as possible, 
lay the Hinge Section #87004 ( old.style 
#72124) on the magazine, and push the Hinge 
Pin in to hold it there. 

B. Put the Magazine Shutter Slide Lock #87005 
into the hole in the hinge section and cast
ing, put the Magazine Shutter Slide Plunger 
Spring #87007 into the Lock, and put the 
Magazine Shutter Slide Lock Plunger #87006 
into the Spring. 

(NOTE: Skip this paragraph on the old style 
magazine. ) 

C. Put the Shutter Slide Guard Assembly #73046 
in place, assemble the Hinge Section to Maga
zine Screws ( Long ) (2) #61311, pull them down 
tight, and back them off a half turn. 

D. Pull the Hinge Pin out, put the back on the 
magazine, push the Hinge Pin in, close and 

·lock the back, tap the magazine lightly on 
the bench, and tighten the screws. The screw 
holes in the Hinge Section are elongated, and 
this procedure locates the Hinge Section in 
the proper place. 

E. Remove the back. 

8. Reassemble the Magazine Shutter Slide Assembly. 

A. Put the assembling clip ( Tool No . 500 GG) 
over the left end of the Shutter Slide Guard 
Assembly #73046. Be sure the Magazine Shut
ter Slide Assembly #88228 ( old st ¥le #73047) 
is formed properly ( s ee Section 9), slide it 
down over the clip into place, slide it to 
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the right, off of the clip, and remove the 
clip. Be sure the Shutter Slide slides smoothly 
a.nd easily. 

On the old style magazine, be sure the lock 
� (F1g. 22) which is part of the slide, drops 

into the hole in the sprocket end of the 
hinge section, and locks the slide closed. 

To operate the Shutter Slide when the maga
zine is off the Kodak, press the lock in and 
move the slide. When the. magazine is put on 
the Kodak, the bottom of the Kodak presses 
the lock in and unlocks the Shutter Slide. 

I 9. Fit New Magazine Shutter Slide Assembly. 
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A. When fitting a new Magazine Shutter Slide 
Assembly #88223 (old style #73047, see that 
the long part of the slide "A" (Fig. 22) is 
straight(, and at a 90 degree angle with "B". 
Be sure 'c" is parallel to "B", and the prong. 11D" is at a 90 degree angle with "c" . See 
that the top of the shutter slide lock 11E" 
(old stxle only) is formed so it projects 

beyond 1B11 about the thickness of the metal. 
Bend the upper end of the lock down until 
there is a clearance of .11011 at 11F11, betW$en 
the formed end and .long part of the lock. A 
#34 drill can be used as a gauge for this 
clearance. 

B. With a fine file, go lightly over the inner 
surface of "B", which rides on the casting. 
This will remove any rough spots which might 
cause the slide to bind or score the casting. 
Do not remove.the chrome finish. When the 
Magazine Shutter Slide Assembly is properly 
formed, assemble it to the magazine and be 
sure it slides easily and smoothly. 

C. If the two prongs of the Shutter Slide strike 
the Hinge Section when the slide is moved, 
file them off just enou�h,to clear the Hinge 
Section. The long arm A' of the old style 
Shutter Slide should incline slightly toward 
the sprocket at its outer end, as the end of 

. the slide operates the Sprocket Shaft Lock 
on the old style magazine, and it must have 

· ::, . enough tension against the lock to keep it 
in -position. No part of the Shutter Slide 

. ·  . . should show in the.pictur.e·aperture when the 
� ·  slide is fully opened. 
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10 . . Fit New Magazine Shutter. 

The Magazine Shutter #65006 should not 
be more than 1-17/6411 wide. If it is, trim 
the excess stock from the lower edge, the 
edge having a rounded corner on the end with 
the holes� Assemble the shutter to the shut
ter slide, the lower edge toward the formed 
end of the shutter slide, with the Magazine 
Shutter Slide Rivets (3) #80388: 

11. Reassemble Magazine Shutter Cover. 
. . 

A. Curve the Magazine Shutter Cover #65007 down 
slightly, lengthwise, so it is snug with the 
magazine when the screwe are in place. As
semble the Magazine Shutter Cover to the Maga
zine with the Magazine Shutter Cover Screws 
(4) #56570, but not the rivets. See that the 
Shutter Slide Assembly works smoothly, with
out too much drag, when the Shutter Cover is 
in place. 

B. When the Shutter Slide is adjusted so it works 
properly with the Shutter Cover in place, re
move the Shutter Cover and put a little black 
filler along the upper edge of the magazine, 
where it meets the Shutter Cover. (Be care
ful not to get so much at the sprocket end 
that it will be forced out and freeze the 
old style Sprocket Shaft Lock. } Put the 
cover in place, assemble the screws, and 
assemble the Magazine Shutter Cover to Maga
zine Rivets (4) #78043, using the rivent set 
( Tool No. 500 EE). . 

C. When fitting a new Magazine Shutter Cover, 
remove the light leak yarn from the old cover 
and cement it to the new one with Vulcolac. 

12. Put the Take-up Spool Assembly #73038 into the left 
end of the magazine, with the slot end toward the top 
of the magazine, and put the Take-up Spool Core Washer 
#65174 between the bottom end of the ·Take-up Spool 

13. 

and the flange in the spool chamber. The washer 
should be bent just enough to take up the end play 
between the spool and the casting, but not enough to 
cause any drag on the spool. 

A. Put the Take-up Spool Clutch Assembly #73039 
tnto the Take-up Spool Core #65122, and be 
sure the pins in the Clutch slide in and out 
of the small slots in the end of the Take-up 
Spool Core freely. It is important that the 
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Clutch does not bind in the Core. Put the 
Clutch and Core through the hole in the µpper 
side of the magazine, and slide it into the 
Take-up Spool until the groove near the bottom 
end of the core is close to the bottom end of 
the slot in the Take-up Spool. 

Straighten the curve of the Take-up Spool 
Tension Spring #85384 lengthwise, to give it 
more tension, and hook one formed end into 
the square hole in the groove of the Take-up 
Spool Core. Turn the Core clockwise, while 
holding the Take-up Spool stationary, until 
the Tension Spring is rolled in between the 
Spool and the Core, and t.he other end of the 
Spring drops into the hole in the Core. Hold 
the ends of the Spring down to the Core and 
push the Core and Clutch into the Spool, 
through the W'asher and the flange on the cast
ing, until the top end of the Core is flush 
with the top of the casting. 

B. The Take-up Spool Tension Spring forms a 
tension between the core and the spool, which 
causes the spool to turn with the core and 
take up the film as it comes from the sprocket. 
It �llows the spool to slip on the core as 
the film rolls onto the spool and increases 
in diameter, needing a shorter turn of the� 
spool to take up one frame of film. There 
must be enough tension in the spring to wind 
the film snugly on the spool or the film will 
pile up in the spool chamber and jam. 

14. Swing the Take-up Gear Pawl #72125 a�ound, so it is 
�;r between the casting and the end of the Take-up Spool 

Core, and put the Take-up Gear Assembly #73037 in 
place. Be sure it is tight to the casting, with the 
Pawl back of the Ratchet, and assemble the Take-up 
Gear Assembly Screws (3) #56734. Be sure the Pawl 
rides on the Ratchet, and keeps the Winding Gear from 
turning back'�ard. 

15. A. Put the Throwout Lever Assembly #73043 in 
place with the pin in its left end in the 
groove in the Sprocket Shaft Clutch, with the 
left end of the Throwout Lever in the groove 
in the Take-up Spool Clutch, and the right 
end in the groove in the Supply Spool Yoke; 
then assemble the Spool Throwout Lever Screw 
#65124. 

B. When the Rewind Key is lifted for rewinding, 
the Supply Spool Yoke should raise the right 
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end of the Throwout Lever, which will move the 
left end down away from the Take-up Spool, 
disengaging the Take-up Spool Clutch and the 
Sprocket Shaft Clutch. This releases both 
the Sprocket and the Take-up Spool so they 
will turn backward freely. . If the Clutch does 
not release the Sprocket, it cannot turn back
ward as the film is rewound, and will tear the 
film and make it rewind with difficulty. 

, 

c. Before the Take-up Spool Clutch is released, 
the Take-up Spool can be-turned backward 
against the tension of the Take-up Spool Ten
sion Spring, but it will make the film rewind 
hard. After the Take-up Spool Clutch is re-

·. leased, the Take -up Spool, Core, and Clutch 
will turn backward freely, allowing the film 
to rewind easily. 

D. Be sure the Throwout Lever works freely, and 
has no play on the screw. If it binds, it 
will not swing far enough to disengage the 
clutches. If there is play in it, it will tip 
rather than swing, and will not disengage the 
clutches. 

E. When the Throwout Lever is fitted properly, 
if both clutches do not disengage when the Re
wind Key is lifted, bend the right end of the 
Throwout Lever toward the bottom of the maga
zine. If the Sprocket Shaft Clutch disengages 
and the Take-up Spool Clutch does not, bend 
the left end of the Throwout Lever toward the 
bottom of the magazine a little. It may be 
necessary at times to bend both ends down 

'
a 

little to get· both clutches to disengage prop
erly. 

F. If the ends of the Throwout Lever are bent 
down too far the clutches will not engage 
properly when the Rewind Key is folded against 
the magazine, and the film will not wind prop
erly. If the clutches do not drop into place 
when the Rewind Key is folded, turn the sprock
et and the supply spool a little . 

Reassemble and Fit Magazine Back. 

A. Be sure the Winding Handle Compression Spring 
#72108 and Winding Handle Return Stop Plate 
#72103 are in place in the small rectangular 
hole in the winding handle. The Spring and 
Plate act as a shock absorber when the Winding 
Handle is allowed to snap back after winding. 
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B. Hook one end of the Winding Handle Return 
Spring #65133 over the stud in the groove of the 

·Winding Bearing Assembly #73030. Hook the other 
end on the stud in the Winding Handle Assembly 
#73028 and put the handle in place on the back, 
with the Spring in the groove of the Bearing, 
and the groove in the Winding Handle over the 
projecting lip of the Bearing. Be careful not 
to dislodge the Compression Spring and Stop 
Plate. 

c. Swing the Winding Gear Pawl #64984, in the 
Winding Gear Assembly #73029, around so it's 
curved edge is next to the outer edge of the 
Gear; then swing the end of the Spring for 
Winding Gear Pawl #65073 around, and hook it 
over a tooth of the Gear near the end of t,he 
Pawl. 

D. ijold the Winding Handle against the back, and 
turn the inside of the back up; put a drop or 
two of oil on the back just outside of the 
Winding Bearing, put the Winding Gear Assembly 
on the back, put the Winding Handle Ratchet 
#64981 in place, put a drop of shellac in the 
screw hole, and assemble the Winding Handle 
Screw #64980. 

E. Swing the Pawl in against7 the Ratchet, and put 
the end of the spring into the groove in the 
back edge of the Pawl. Be sure the Winding 
Handle works freely, and the return spring re
turns it all the way. 

F. Check the shape of the arms on the Sprocket 
Shoe #72104 with the sprocket shoe arm gauge 
(Tool No. 500 D). If they are not shaped 
properly, shape them to fit the gauge. Assem
bJe- the Sprocket Shoe to the back with the 
Sprocket Shoe Screws (2) #11129, and be sure 
the free end of .it rests on the boss in the 
end of the back. When fitting a new Sprocket 
Shoe, be sure it is straight and the arms are 
properly shaped. 

G. To assemble the Pressure Pad Assembly #73033, 
slip the notch in the end of the TAnsion 
Spring under the head of the stud near the 

I H. 

· Winding Gear and assemble the Film Tension 
Pad Screw #74111. 

Pull out the Hinge Pin, put the back in place, 
and push in the Hinge Pin. 
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I. Be su�e the badk opens and closes freely. If 
�t binds, file the casting a little where nec
essary, but DO NOT file any place where the 
chrome plating comes up to the edge, as this 
will make the chrome peel. If the back does 
not lock tightly, bend the locking points of 
the back latch down toward the back a little. 
Be sure the back locks tight to the magazine, 
especially at the Winding Handle end. If this 
end of the back does not lock ,tightly, the 
winding gears will not mesh properly and will 
skip, thus damaging the gears. 

17. Fit New Plush Light Guards. 

If it is necess�ry to fit any new plush 
Light Guards -- Magazine to Case tight Guard 
#78048, Light Guard for Shutter Slide #86607 
(old style #65140), or Shutter Light Guard 
Lower #86608 (old style #81044), the long 
straight one -- remove the old cement from 
the metal, and put a coat of Vulcolac on the 
metal and on the back of the Light Guard. 
After it has set, put a second coat on the 
back of the Light Guard, and assemble to the 
magazine. 

18. Fit New Hinge Pin. 

If it is necessary to fit a new Hinge Pin 
#65134, break the tip off of the old one, 
pull it out1 and slide a new one through the 
Dummy Key Plate into place. 

19. Fit Magazine to Kodak. 

A. When the magazine is assembled to the Kodak 
it is very imoortant that it does not touch 
the Kodak at any point except the four milled 
bearing surfaces on the front of the casting. 
Assemble the magazine to the Kodak, screw it 
do�n tight, and remove the back. 

B. If prong "D" of the Magazine Shutter Slide 
(see Fig. 22) touches the Case Latch Cover 
#78036, file the end off until it just clears 
the Gase Latch Cover. Be s ure the prong is 
not short enough to slip over the flange of 
the Case Latch Cover, and allow the magazine 
to be removed from the Kodak without first 
moving the Shutter Slide to the "Unlock" posi
tion. 
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. " 
With· the back off -Of the magazine, run & . 002 
feeler between the magazine and the Kodak, 
along the top} acros3 both ends , and around 
the Dummy Key Plate and the Rewind Key Plate . 

1.) If there is no clearance between the top 
of the magazine and the Kodak, drill and 
tap a 4-40 hole in the end of a piece of 
round drill rod. Remove the magazine, 
screw the drill rod down on the magazine 
latch screws, and bend the screw� slightly 
toward the top of tho magazine, being very 
careful not to break the casting . 

2.) If there is no clearance between the ends 
of the magazine and the Kodak, the ends 
of the Kodak can be bent out a little 
by pounding them with a fibre or rawhide 
hammer. Be very careful not to break the 
casting. 

3.) If there is no clearance around the key 
plates, file down the lower step of the 
magaz ine casting. DO NOT file the Kodak 
to get clearance at�hese points, as it 
�111 cause the chrome to peel . 

4.) Check and adjust the focus of the Magazine 
and Pressure Pad Assembly as described on 
page 46,No. 27: A, B and C. 

. . 

. · : . 

Repair Department 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Rochester, New York 
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Use direct current illuminator 

Per c.w. L/19/!8 
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KODAK 'SKT"R._'\ 

TWO ROLL ::pcnrrnG �C:JF'.JULF. 

FIR�T ROLL 

1. 
2. 
.3. 
!.to 
5; 
6. 
7. 

s;. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
120 
13. 
lh. 
1�. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

EXP 

SECOND fl.Oil 

EXP. 

1-
1/1000 

2. 1/1000 
3. 1/1000 
h. 1/.500 
5. 1/500. 
6. 1/$00 
7. 1/250 
8. 1/250 
9o 1/250 

lOo 1/100 
11. 1/100 
120 1/100 
130 1/50 
lh. 1/So 
15. 1/50 
16. 1/25 
17. 1/25 
180 1/25 

Horizontal finder 
Vertical finder 
13' h" 
15'. 
171 2 II 

Inf-scale 

Inf .... FF 
251 �cale 

25"- R.F. move scille from Inf. to 25' 
25' R. F. 11 " 11 Ji 1 to 25' 
25' R.F. fl fl '' 32 to 151 
10' scale 
10' R.F. Move scalP. from Inf. to JO' 

61 sc.:ile 
61 R.F. move sc'11e from 3� to 61 
3.1.' sea le 

-

)ir R.F. �move sc?.le from Inf. to 3�1 
151 sc:le 
Check delayed acti on tolerR.WC.:.'.'1'ith timer. 8 to 16 �secorris. 

Second F4 

fl F4 
" F4 
11 F56 
II F 56 
" F 56 
" F 8 
If F 8 
11 F 8 
II F 11 
II F 11 
" F 11 
It F 16 
" F 16 
" F 16 
If F 22 
It F 22 
If F 22 
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RETARD LEVER 

SHUTT ER MECHANISM 

PLATE 64844 

SHUTTER 

RC: LEASE 

LEVER 

€>4841 

SPEED DIAL PLATE 

ASSEMBLY 78083 

FIGURE 2 

AS SEMBLY 

PALLET ASSEMBLY 

78061 

SACK LASH TAKE UP 

SPRING SCREW 

83491 

DELAYED ACTION 

LOCKING CAM 
64876 

CURTAIN INTERMEDIATE GEAR 

TOP 

VIEW 

SMA LL 77933 

SPEED SETTING SHAFT ASSEMBLY 

78088 

SHUTTER MECHANISM PLATE ASSEMBLY 

SHUTTER LOCK STUD 

64625 

PART NO. 73075 

FIGURE 3 
SPRING FOR SHUTTER LOCK 

72166 

SHUTTER LOCK AND ST UD CURTAIN INTERMEDIATE GEAR 

LA RG E 77932 ASS EMBLY 73076 

' . 
... 

S TTER DRIVE 

��.AR ASSEMBLY 

7307 7 LEVER DOG 

65171 

BOTTOM VIEW, 

RETARD CEAR 

PLATE 77911 

SH U TT E R M EC H AN I S M PL ATE ASS E M B.L Y 

PART NO. 73075 
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FIGURE 4 

TOP VIEW 

VIEW FINDER COMPEN 

SATING LEVER KN OB849"'40 

KNOB 78029 

SPEED DIAL WINDOW 

7 2 157 

RANCE FINDER 

EYELET 64976 

B UTTON 5CREW 

LOOP 
72153 

v1e:w F I NDER 

BEZEL 77927 

LENS MOUNT ASSEM-

I 

BRACKET 
BLY 73 0 94 

SHUTTER S IGNAL EYEPIECE FOCUS 

64972 WINDOW 779 14 
LE VER KNOB 64936 

DELAYED A C T ION WINDING ACCESS ORY f'"INDER 

LEVER ASSEMBLY 73095 B RACKET 7804'1 

RANGE FINDER HOUSING COMPLETE 

PART NO. 73096 

DELAYED ACTION WINDING 

GE A R 64857 

FIGURE 5 

BOTTOM VIEW 

FINDER E YEPIECE LENS 

MOUNT A S SEM BLY 730 94 

VIE W Fl NDER LENS COMPEN
SPEED D IAL WINDOW SHUTTER SIGNAL 

WINDOW BEZEL 77915 7_2157 

RELEASE BUTTON 

BUSHING 64843 

·. � , 

RANGE FINDER 

EYELET 64976 

SPEED WINDOW 

FRAM� 77921 

9UL8 LEVER 

ASSEMBLY 

ASSEMBLY 78090 

FRONT FINDER LENS 

BRACKET ASSEMBLY 

73093 

VIEW f"INDER 

LEVER ASSEM. 7309 2 

RAN<;E f"INOER 

EYELET 64976 

COMPENS AT ING 

CAM 64924 

RANGE FINDER 

PART 

VIEW rlNDER WINDOW 

GL ASS 65063 
BEZEL 77927 

HOUSING COMPLETE 

NO. 73096 
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MOTOR LOCKING 

CAM 64832 

SPRING F'OR SHUTTER 

LOCKING LEVER 7220 2 

FIGURE 6 

SPEED THROWOUT LEVER 

6 4 83 2 

TRIP LEVER AND SPRING 

ASSEMBLY 73080 

� .......... 

�SPRING COR COUNTER 

OPERATING' L EVER ASSEMBLY 

78039 

MOTOR L O C K ING LEVER 

64833 

SH U TTER L OCKI N G LEV ER 

tOR MOT OR 68284 

' ; 

TOP OF CASE 

RETARD LEVER 

FIGURE 7 

FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9 
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f IGURE 10 

F'ILE TOWARD DOTTED LIN E A To s.L'ow � 
SWEOGE TOWAR D DOTTED LINE 

1 
8 T O  SPE E D UP ;; 

FIGURE 12 

RETARD LEVER DOG 

SWEDGE ACROSS DOG A T  

A TO S L O W Y AN D Y 
10 5 

F'ILE O F'F' TIP OF' DOG AT 

8 TO SPEED UP }: ANO ,!( 
10 .5 

AND F'ILE EDGE £BACK 

TO A POIN T 

B TO SPEED UP Y 
10 

FIGURE 11 

F'ILE T OWARD DOTTED LIN E A 

TO SLOW � 
SWEDGE TOWARD DOTTED LINE 

B TO SPEED UP "2 

FIGURE 13 

RETARD LEVER 

FIGURE 14 
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F'RONT FINDER L ENS BRACKET 

oeERATING CAM 

ERECTING PRISM MOUN T 

64933 

ERECTING PR ISM AND CO LLECT

IVE LENS ASSEMBLY 57278 

PRISM MOUNT AS SEMBLY 

END 

57276 

SMALL 73087 

COINCIDENCE PRISM AND 

BASE ASSEMBLY 86785 

RANGE FINDER LIGHT 

72131 

R ANGE FI N DER FOCUS 

LEVER 6 4923 

OBJECTIVE BRACKET 

65 161 

OBJECTIVE LENS MOUNT 

ASSEMBLY 73101 

END PRISM 

57276 

.END PRISM 

IN G SCR EW 

59908 

ADJUSTING 

SCREW 5892 

EYE PIECE F OCUS LEVER 

SPRING 72132 

EYEPIECE FO CUS LEVER 

ASSEMBLY 73084 

RANGE FINDER BASE ASSEMBLY COMPLETE 
PART NO. 73091 

FIGURE 17 
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WINDING GEAR KEY 
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FIGURE 19 

B c D 

FIGURE 20 
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MAGAZINE CASTING 

FIGURE 21 
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KODAK EKTRA 

NOTE: Parts are listed in numerical order according to their assemblies 
and individual parts listed under each assembly. Individual parts not in
cluded in any assemblies are listed numerically following the assemblies • 

. "A" after a part number indicates an assembly. Al or A2 etc. following 
the part number indicates a sub-assembly. Bearings, Pins, Rivets, Screws, 
Springs, Studs, and Washers are indicated by BG, -PN,-RV,-SC,-SP,-ST, and 
WR, respectively added to their part numbers. · 

PART 
NO. 

'73060-A 

*55320-SC 

*73057-Al 
87053-A2 

*87055-A3 

73061 -A 

55321-SC 

*64939 
*64941-BG 

*64945 
65068-SP 

*72130-BG 

73062-A 

55321-SC 

*64939 
*64941-BG 

*64944 
65068-SP 

*72130-BG 

*73063-BG 

73069-A 
61311-sc 

64957 

NAME OF PART 
NO. 
REQ. 

Delayed Action Gear 
Train Assembly Com-
plete 1 
Delayed Action Plate 
Screw (2), Case 
Lock Screw (2) 4 
Gear #2 Assembly 1 
Delayed Action Pallet 
Shaft Assembly 1 
Delayed Action Es
capement Wheel and 
#7 Pinion Assembly 1 

Curtain Roller Assembly 
- Long 1 

Curtain Roller Bush
ing to Roller Screw 2 
Curtain Roller Shaft 1 
Curtain Roller Bush
ing - Plain 1 
Curtain Roller Long 1 
Curtain Roller Spring 1 
Curtain Roller Bush
ing l 

Curtain Roller Assembly 
- Short 1 
Curtain Roller Bush
ing to Roller Screw 2 
Curtain Roller Shaft l 
Curtain Roller Bush
ing - Plain 
Curtain Roller 
Curtain Roller 
Curtain Roller 
ing 

1 
Short 1 
Spring 1 
Bush-

1 
Winding Curtain As
sembly Lower Bearing l 

Lens Mount Assembly 1 
Focusing Sleeve to 
Gear Screws 

.Focusing Sleeve 
3 
1 

PART 
NO. 

64959 
64960 

*68496-sp 
68909 
72140-SC 

72141-SC 

73102-Al 
*68497 
*74112-SC 

77928 

*78046-sc 

78o85-A2 

*72866-cv 

*72867-CV 

73070-A 

*41290-WR 

*54772-WR 

*61626-PN 

64962 
*64966-R 

*65051-CV 

72142 

' NAME OF PART 
NO, 
REC 

Lens Focusing Gear 
Front Lens Station
ary Mount 
Lens Lock Spring 
Lens Mount Key 
Key to Lens Mount 
Screw 
Front Lens Stationary 
Mount to Case Screw 
Lens Lock Assembly 
Lens Lock Knob 
Tripod Nut Screw 
Front Lena Mount 
Guard 
Lens Mow"lt Guard 
Screw 
Tripod Nut - When
ever ordering a 
Tripod Nut, please 
send Camera Serial 
Number for engrav
ing 
Tripod Nut Covering 
- Right 
Tripod Nut Covering 
- Left 

Lens Focusing Knob As
sembly 
Focusing Knob As
sembly Washer (Thin) 
Focusing Knob Assem
bly Washer (Thick) 
Lens Focusing Pinion 
Tapered Pin 
Lena Focu'Bing Pinion : 
Lens Focusing Knob 
with No. 65051 
Lens Focusing Knob 
Covering 
Intermediate Gear 

* PARTS SUPPLIED TEAT CANNOT BE INDICATED ON IUlJSTRATIONS. 

Always give PART NUMBER AND NAME when ordering parts. 
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NO. 

*73071-A 
*73072-A 

73073-A 
*73074-A 

73075-A 

63783-sc 

64841 

64848-ST 

64876 

65081 

66892-SC 

*72126 

*72159-BG 

*72160-BG 

*72197·-sp 

73058-Al 

73077-A2 

64825-ST 
2166-SP 
3076-A3 

8 52-ST 

I '. * 79-1-BG 

KODAK EKTRA 

NAME OF PART 
NO. 
REQ. 

(Lens Focusing) 
Curtain Assembly -
Curtain Assembly -
Intermediate Gear 

1 
Long 1 
Short 1 

1 
Speed Throw-out Lever 

Assembly 1 
Shutter Mechanism Plate 

Assembly 1 
Delayed Action Drive 
Shaft ScreY (1), 
Speed Setting Shaft 
Screw (1) 2 
Shutter Release 
Lever 1 
Shutter Release 
Lever Stud 1 
Delayed Action Lock-
ing Cam 1 
Gear for Delayed Ac-
tion Gear Shaft 1 
Intermediate Gear 
Screw 
Delayed Action Lock
ing Cam Spacer 
Shutting Drive Gear 
Bearing 
Delayed Action Drive 
Spring Bushing 
Delayed Action Motor 
Spring 
Delayed Action Drive 
Gear Assembly 
Shutter Drive Gear 
Assembly 
Shutter Lock Stud 
Shutter Lock Spring 
Shutter Lock Stud As
sembly 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

l 
1 
1 

1 
Shutter Lock Spring 
Stud 1 
Retard Lever Assembly 1 
Retard Lever 1 
Retard Lever Dog l 
Retard Dog Spring 1 
Retard Lever Dog Stud l 
Retard Gear Plate 1 
Speed Setting Shaft 
washer 1 
Curtain Intermediate 

PART 
NO. 

77932 

77933 

*77934 

77946-ST 
*77948-SP 

*78035-SC 

78079-A5 
78o80-A6 

78o81-A7 

78083-A8 

78088-A9 

83487-sc 

83491-SC 

83493-SP 

*83494-AlO 

83495-All 

*83492-ST 

*83496-PN 

*87054-Al2 

86696 

73079-A 
64861 
64877 

April 1943 

NO. 
NAME OF PART REQ. 

Gear B�shing 1 
Curtain Intermediate 
Gear - !Arge 1 
Curtain Intermediate 
Gear - Small l 
Retard Gear Plate 
Spacer 3 
Retard Lever Stud 1 
Speed Setting Knob 
Return Spring 1 
Bracket to Mechanism 
Plate Screw 2 
#2 Pinion Assembly 1 
#3 Pinion Assembly 
for Retard Gear 
Train 1 
Retard Pallet Assem-
bly 1 
Speed Dial Plate· 
Assembly l 
Speed Setting Shaft 
Assembly 1 
Retard Gear Train 
Assembly #1 Idler 
Ge9.r 1 
R�tard Gear Plate 
Spacer Screw 6 
Back Lash Take-up 
Gear Stud Screw 1 
Back I.ash Take-up 
Spring l 
Back Lash Take-up 
Gear Assembly l 
Pallet Bracket As-
sembly 1 
Back Lash Take-up 
Gear Stud l 
Pallet Bracket Dowel 
Pin 2 
Retard Escanement 
Wheel and #4 Pinion 
Assembly l 
Shim for #4 Retard 

.Pinion (Thin) No. · 
86697 for Shim 
(Thick) As req. 

Release Lever Assembly 1 
Release Lever 1 
Connecting Rod for 

I Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A. 
?rinted in the United States of America 300-443 
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PART 
NO. 

64878 

*77956-ST 

72185-SC 

72186-sc 

85385-ST 

85386-sp 

73080-A 

*64834 

*64835-SP 

*81045-RV 

73091-A 

* 5892-sc 

*15323-SC 
54452-SC 

*55321-SC 
*57276 
. 57278-Al 

*59871 
*59908-sc 
*61871-SC 

*64175 

64923 

64925 

64927 

KODAK EKTRA 
-

NO. 
NAME OF PART REQ. 

Release 1 
Delayed Action Re-
lease 1 
Curtain Release End 
Stud 1 
Delayed Action Re
lease Adjustment 
Screw 1 
Adjusting Tension 
Washer 1 
Release Lever Spring 
Stud 1 
Release Lever Spring 
L.M. No. 72181 O.S. 1 

Trip Lever and Spring 
Assembly 1 
Film Counter Dial 
Trip Lever 1 

Film Counter Dial 
Ratchet Spring 1 
Film Counter Dial 
Ratchet Spring Rivet 2 

Range Finder Base Assem-
bly 1 
Erecting Prism Clamp
ing Screw ( 1), 
Focusing Lever to 
Prism Mount Screw (2) 3 

Mount to Base Screw 2 
End Prism Large to 
Bearing Screw l 
Clamp Screws 2 
End Prism 1 

Erecting Prism and 
Collective Assembly 1 

Prism Shim 2 
End Prism Mount Screw 1 
Erecting Prism Mount 
Assembly to Base 
Screw (2), Objective 
Mount Assembly to 
Base Screw (2) 4 
Screen for Light 
Guard 1 

Range Finder Focus 
Lever 1 

End Prism Mount -
Large 1 

End Prism Mount -

PART 
NO. 

64928-ST 

*64933 
*72131 

72132-SP 

73084-A2 

*62888-RV 

*65154 
*87242 

73086-A3 

*61871-SC 

*73101-A4 

73087-A5 

*57276 
*59871 
*59908-sc 
*64926 
*65153 
*74110 

*77929 
81051-ST 

*86695-SC 

*86785-.r..6 

*64953 

*65152-A7 

88912-sc 

73096-A 

*19240-PN 

56771-SC 

64842 

NAME OF PART 
NO. 
REQ. 

Small 
Rtinge Finder Focus 
Lever Stud 
Erecting Prism Mount 
Range Finder Light 
Guard o 

Eye Piece Focus Lever 
Spring 
Eye Piece Focus Lever 
Assembly 
Delayed Action to 
Release Rivet 
Eye Piece Lens 
Eye Piece Lens Mount 
Objective Bracket As
sembly 
Obj�ctive Mount to 
Bracket Screw 
Objective _Mount Assem
bly 
Prism Mount (Small) 
Assembly 
End Prism 
Shim for Priam 

l 

] 

] 

l 

1 

1 

,.. 
c: 

l 

1 

1 

r 
c: 

1 

1 

1 

1 

End Prism Mount Screw 1 

End Prism Mount Small 1 

Objective Lens 1 

Spacing Ring for End 
Prism 1 

Range Finder Diaphragm l 

Focus Lever to Range 
Finder Base Stud 
Erecting Prism Set 
Screw 

1 

,.. 
c: 

Coincidence Prism 
and Base Assembly 
Erecting Prism Mount 
Base 
Coincidence Prism 
Assembly 
Coincidence Adjusting 
Screw 

Ranse Finder Housing 
Complete 
Range Finder Housing 
Pin 

1 

1 

l 

l 

1 

2 
Accessory Finder 
Bracket to Case Screw 2 
Release Button l 

* PARTS SUPPLIED THAT CANNOT BE INDICATED ON ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Always give PART NUMBER AND NAME when ordering parts. 
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KODAK EKTRA 

64857 

*64862-SC 

*64922-ST 

64928-ST 

64948 

*64952 

65061-sp 

"5098_-CV 

*65157 
2 53-SC 

2156-cv 

't' 5381-sc 

NO. PART 
NAME OF PART REQ. NO. 

Delayed Action Wind
ing Gear 
Delayed Action-Wind
ing Lever Screw 
View Finder Compen
sating Lens Bracket 
Guide Stud 
Compensating Lever 
to Range Finder 
Housing Stud 
Finder Eye Piece Lens 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Mount 1 
Finder Eye Lens Re
tainer 
View Finder Compen
sating Lever Spring 1 
Front Finder Lens 
Bracket Pivot Stud 1 
View Finder Window 
Glass 1 
Range Finder Window 
Glass 2 
Window Glass Eye-
piece 1 
Range Finder Rousing 
(Left Band) Covering 1 
Eye Lens 1 
Release Button Plug 
Screw 1 
Range Finder Cover-
ing Insert 1 
Range Finder Housing 
to Case Screw L.M. 
No. 42929 O.S. 2 
Range Finder Adjust-
ing Role Cap 1 
Range Finder Housing 
for Covering ' 1 
Release Button Bush-
ing 1 
Delayed Action Wind
ing Lever Bearing l 
View Finder Lena Com-
pensating Cam 1 
Eyepiece Focus Lever 
Knob 1 
View Finder Compen-
sating Lever Y.nob l 
Bandle Loop 2 

64972 

72145-WR 

*72146-WR 

*72149-WR 

*72150-WR 

72157 
*77914 

77915 

77927 
*78031-BG 

*78032-ST 

87174 

73092-A2 

*64921 

*64929-ST 

*64932 

64954 
64956-ST 

*65156 
*72147 

*72148-WR 

*78051-RV 

73093-A3 

April 1943 

NO. 
NAME OF PART REQ. 

Bracket for Handle 
Loop 2 
View Finder Compen
sating Knob Friction 
Washer 1 
View Finder Compen
sating Lever Knob 
Washer ' 1 
Eyepiece Focus Lever 
Cam Washer 1 
Eyepiece Focus Lever 
Cam (Spring) Washer 1 
Speed Dial Window 1 
Shutter Signal 
Window 1 
Shutter Signal Win-
dow Bezel 1 
View Finder Bezel 1 
Speed Setting Knob 
Bearing 1 
Focal Plane Identifi-
cation Stud 1 
Speed Dial Window 
Rivet 3 

Eyepiece Focus Lever 
Cam 1 
View Finder Lens 
Compensating Lever 
Assembly 1 
View Finder Lene 
Compensating Lever l 
View Finder Compen
sating Lever Stud -
Short 1 
View Finder Compen
sating Lens Bracket l 
Negative Lens Bracket 1 
View Finder Compen
sating Lens Bracket 
Stud 1 
Negative Finder Lene 2 
Negative Lens Re-
tainer 1 
View Finder CO!!l.pen-
sat ing Lens Bracket 
Spring Washer l 
Lens Bracket to 
Bracket Rivet 2 
Front Finder Lene 

I 
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A. 

?�1nted in the United States of America 300 -443 
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PART 
NO. 

KODAK EKTRA 

NAME OF PART 
NO. 
REQ. 

Bracket Assembly 1 
Basket to Bracket 
Screw 2 
Front Finder Lens 
Bracket to Spring 
Screw 1 
Front Finder Lens 
Bracket 1 
Positive Finder Lens 1 
Front Flnder Lens 
Bracket Spring 1 
Delayed Winding Ac
tion Lever Assembly 1 
Delayed Action Wind-
ing Lever Knob 1 
Retard Setting Knob 
Washer - Thin As req. 
Retard Setting Knob 1 
Bulb Lever Pivot 
Knob Screw 1 
Accessory Finder 
Bracket 1 

Accessory Finder 
Bracket Spring 1 

Bulb Lever Assembly 1 
View Finder Compen
sating Lever Stud -
Long 1 
Release Button Screw 
Tension Washer 1 
View Finder Mask 1 
Range Finder Housing 
(Right Hand) Cover-
ing 1 
Eye Lens Retaining -
Washer 1 

Retard Setting Knob 
Tension Washer -
Medium As req. 
Retard Setting Knob 
Tension Washer -
Thick As req. 
Release Button 
Washer l 
Range Finder Eyelet 
Assembly - Right 
Hand 1 

Range Finder Window 
Gasket 4 

PART 
NO. 

88910-A 

*81049 

*73097-A 

*64836-BG 
*64838 
*64897-BG 

*65014 

65096-cv 

*65158 
68450-CV 

69364 
*69365-WR 

.*72182-BG 

78086-A 
*65097-CV 

78087-A 

78090-A 
*64845 

64846 
*64847 

66892-SC 

*78045-WR 

*78092-BG 

*77910-PN 

*87531-A 
*8o817-ST 

88472-A 

*55167-SC 

55321-SC 

NAME OF PART 
NO. 
REQ. 

Range Finder Eyelet 
Assembly - Left Hand· 1 
Range Finder Window 
Gasket 4 

Camera Case Assembly 
with Covering 1 

, Main Drive Bearing 1 
Spacing Post 2 
Speed Throwout Lever 
Shaft Bearing 1 
Intermediate Gear 
Shaft 1 
Case Front (Left 
Hand) Cov�ring l 

Re�ard Stop Lever Post l 
Case Front (Right 
Hand) Covering 1 

Magazine Latch Knob 2 
Magazine Latch Knob 
Washer · 2 
Shutter Release Lever 
Adjusting Screw 
Bushing 1 

Case Latch Cover Covered 1 

Case Latch Cover1�9 
C:;11 e1•0¢: 

Speed Setting Knob As
sembly 

Counter Dial Assembly 
Counter Dial Eyelet 
Counter Dial Knob 
Film Counter Dial 
Friction Washer to 
Knob Screw 
Counter Dial Knob 
Friction Washer 
Window Curtain Assem
bly Upper Bearing 
Upper Bearing Stop 
Pin 

Neck Strap Assembly 
Neck Strap Assembly 
Stud 

·winding Curtain Roller 
Shaft Assembly L.M. 
- No. 73068 O.S. 
Winding Curtain Roller 
to Shaft Screw 
Curtain Clamp Screw 

1 

1 

J 
J 
J 

] 

] 

] 

J 

J 
] 

,. 
c 

] 

,. 
c 

* PARTS SUPPLIED THAT CANNOT BE INDICATED ON IU.USTRATIONS. 

Always give PART NUMBER AND NAME when ordering parts. 
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NO. 

*64840 

*64890 
68873 

*68893-WR 

64896 
*72134-PN 

*73049-SC 

73066-Al 

*64905 
*64912-ST 

64949 

*78047-ST 

*73067-A2 

*77916-SP 

*77.9�3-SP l/' 
*77930 

*78038-PN 

+86701 

88473-A3 

*64822 
*68868-PN 

NAME OF PART 
NO. 
REQ. 

- Long 
Winding Curtain 
Roller Shaft 
Curtain Control Disc 
Winding Curtain 
Clamp 
Curtain Control Disc 
Stop Washer 
Curtain Winding Gear 
Curtain Control Disc 
Stop Pin 
Curtain Clamp Screw -
Short 
Winding Curtain 
Roller Assembly Up
per Flange 
Speed Curtain Pawl 
Speed Curtain Pawl 
Stud 
Curtain Roller 
Spacer - Upper 
Speed Curtain Pawl 
Springs 
Winding Curtain 
Roller Upper Flange 
Speed Curtain Pawl 
Spring Stud 
Winding Curtain Roll
er and Flange Assem
bly 
Ribbon Roller Take-up 
Spring O.S. 
Clutch Spring 
Curtain Control Disc 
Stop 
Winding Gear Tapered 
Pin 
Second Curtain Con
trol Disc 
Curtain Ribbon Upper 
Assembly Roller L.M. 

1 

l 
2 

1 

l 
l 

1 

2 

1 
l 

l 

l 

1 

l 

l 

1 

l 
l 

l 

l 

l 

- No. 73056 O.S. 1 
Speed Curtain Ratchet 1 
Ribbon Roller Stop 
Pin 
Curtain Roller Gear 
Upper 
Curtain Ribbon Lower 
Assembly Roller 

l 

l 

PART 
NO. N.Afl..E OF PART 

NO. 
REg. 

L.M. - No. 73065 O.S. 1 

CAMERA CASE CCMPLE'TE 

All parts listed below are not list

ed under any assemblies. These parts 
are fitted to camera case complete. 

*15259-SC 

*18402-SC 
*43004-WR 

*55320-SC 
56561-sc 

*57235-SC 
*58729-SC 

*59044-sc 

63783-sc 

64830 
64832 
64833 

*64890 
64942 

*64943 

*64950-BG 

*64968-ST 

*64984 
65013 

*68191-SC 

*66892-SC 

68284 

72141-SC 

*72143-SP 

Delay Action Assem
bly to Case Screw 
Mechanism Plate As
sembly to Case As
sembly Screw 
Light Guard Screw 
Throwout Lever Wash-

2 

2 
1 

er as req. 
2 Case Lock Screw 

Motor Locking Case 
Screw 
Upper Bearing Screw 
Range Finder Base to 
Case Screw 
Intermediate Winding 
Gear Screw 
Speed Throwout Lever 
Screw 
Speed Throwout Lever 
Motor Locking Cam 
Motor Locking Lever 
Curtain Roller Disc 
Curtain Roller Spacer 
- Lower 
Curtain Shaft Retain
er 
Curtain Roller Shaft 
Bushing 
Intermediate Gear 
Stud 
Winding Gear Pawl 
Case Shutter Cover 
Curtain Release. 
Screw (2nd curtain ) 
Curtain Shaft Re
tainer Screw 
Shutter Locking Lever 
for Motor 
Front Lens Stationary 
Mount Screw to Case 
Main Shaft Ratchet 

l 
2 

2 

1 

1 
l 
1 
1 
2 

l 

l 

2 

l 
l 
l 

1 

1 

l 

4 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A. 
300-443 Printed in the United States of America 
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KODAK EKTRA 

PART 
NO. 

72152 
*72158-SP 

*72177-SC 

*72183-SC 

*72184-sc 

72201 

*72202-f:P 

77925-ST 

*77945-SP 
*77947-ST 

*78034 

78039-SP 

·78050-sc 
*79025-SC 

81050-SC 

*85387-ST 
86692-SC 

•86693-SC 

87509 

87587 

*87588-sc 

NAME OF PART 
NO. 
REQ. 

Pawl Spril18 1 
Eyepiece Light Guard 1 
Speed Curtain Re-
lease Spril18 1 
Speed Settil18 Knob 
Screw 1 
Shutter Release 
Lever Adjusting 
Screw l 
Set Screw for Ad
just1I18 Release 
Lever Screw l 
Spacing Post for 
Sleeve - Lol18 1 
Shutter Lockil18 
Lever Spr1I18 l 
Counter Operatil18 
Lever Spril18 Stud 1 
Retard Lever Spril18 l 
Retard Lever Spril18 
Stud 1 
Upper Ratchet for 
Speed Setting 1 
Counter Operating 
Lever Ass.ew.bl.y 
Spr1I18 1 
Lower Bearing Screw 2 
R�e Finder Base to 
Case Screw l 
Case Shutter Cover 
to Case Screw 6 
Release Lever Stud 1 
Motor Locking Lever· 
Screw (1): Trip 
Lever Screw ( 1), 
Shutter Locking 
Lever (1) L.M.; 
No. 64849 - O.S. 3 
Winding Lever Pawl 
Screw l 
Main Drive Shaft 
and Ratchet Assembly l 
Curtain Roller Idler 
Shaft 1 
Idler Gear Pivot 
Screw 1 

MAGAZINE PARTS 

PART 
NO. NAME OF PART 

NO. 
REQ. 

Magazine complete. 

65100-R 

*11657-PN 
*64998-BG 

*61311-SC 

56510-sc 

*56734-sc 

65007 

_65111 
*65122 

65124-ec 

*65126-BG 

65134-PN 
65141-ST 

*65148 
*65174-WR 

69366-sc 

69367-sc 

*72117-SC 

*72123-SP 

Magazine with Lov
er Light Guard 
No. 88911-L.M., 
No. 81044-o.s. 

, Magazine to Case 
Light Guard No. 
78048, Back Latch 
Stud No. 65141-ST, 
Shutter Shaft Bear
ing - Upper No. 
64998 and Latch 
Stud Long No. 
69367-ST, No. 69367-
ST Short 1 
Magazine Dowel Pin 2 
Sprocket Shaft 
Bearing Upper 1 
Hinge Section to 
Magazine Screw (LoI18) 2 
Magazine Lock Plate 
Screw (4) Magazine 
Shutter Cover Screw 
(4) 8 
Take-up Gear Assem
bly Screw 
Magazine Shutter 
Cover 
Dummy Key Plate 
Take-up Spool Core 
Spool Throwout Lever 
Screw 
Sprocket Shaft Bear-

3 

1 
1 
1 

1 

ing Lower 1 
Hinge Pin 1 
Back Latch Lock Stud 2 
Magazine Lock Plate 
Take-up Spool Core 
Washer 
Magazine Latch Screw 

1 

1 

- Long 1 
Magazine Latch Screw 
- Short 1 
Key Plate to Maga-
zine Screw 4 
Magazine RP.tchet Pawl 
Spring 1 

All parts listed below are used en 
*72125 Take-up Gear Pawl 1 

* PARTS SUPPLIED THAT CANNOT BE INDICATED ON ILLUSTRATIONS. 

Always give PART NUMBER AND NAME when ordering parts. 
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PART -
NO. 

I 73036-Al 

- *55321-SC 

I .. 65101 
*65102 

I *65103 
� 651o8 

65109-sc 

I 65110 

*65145-PN 

I *66892-SC 
*72110-SP 
*83498-SP 

I 83499 
*83500 
*72112-BG 

I *72113-WR 

*72114-PN 1 · *72115 
_. 

*72116 

I 73037-A2 

I 
.*80391-PN 

*65011 
*65��8-ST 

I. *65119 
*65120 

I *83501 

73038-A3 

I 73039-A4 

I *72118-PN 

73040-A5 

I 73043-A6 

*65162-ST 

I 

KODAK EKTRA 

NO. PART 

NAME OF PART REQ. NO. 

Rewind Crank Assem-
bly 1 
Locking Plate to 
Key Collar Screw 2 
Rewind Key Plate 1 
Winding Key 1 
Key Collar l 
Rewind Key Knob 1 
Rewind Key Knob 
Screw 1 
Supply Spool Hub 
Yoke 1 
Rewind Key Pin 1 
Key Web Screw 1 
Rewind Key Spring 1 
Rewind Key Web Spring 1 
Rewind Key Web 1 
Rewind Key Shaft l 
Rewind Key Shaft 
Bearing l 
Rewind Key Web 
Washer 1 
Rewind Key Pin l 
Rewind Key Shaft 
Sleeve l 
Locking Plate for 
Key Collar l 
Take-up Gear Assem-
bly 1 
Take-up Winding Gear 
Pin l 
Key Plate 1 
Take-up Winding 
Gear Stud 1 
Key Clutch l 
Take-up Winding Gear 1 
Key Plate for Extra 
Back as req. 
Take-up Spool Assem-
bly 1 
Take-up Spool Clutch 
Assembly l 
Take-up Spoo� Clutch 
Pin l 
Sprocket Sleeve As-
sembly l 
Throwout Lever As-
sembly 1 
Sprocket Clutch 

73046-A7 

73103-A8 

*60284-WR 
*61871-SC 
*64862-SC 
*65112-SP 

*65176-WR 

*73044-A 

*73045-A 

*78040 

78043-RV 

780lt8 

*85384-SP 

*86603 

*86604-SP 

*86605-sc 

*86606 
86607· 

11-86694-sc 

87004 
*87005 

*87006 

*87007-SP 

87295-A9 

*87294-A 

*87580 

April 1�43 

NO. 
NAME OF PART REQ. 

Throwout Stud l 
Shutter Slide Guard 
Assembly l 
Magazine Counter Dial 
Assembly 1 
Counter Dial Washer 1 
Lock Washer Screw 1 
Counter' Dial Screw l 
Magazine Counter Dial 
Spring l 
Hinge Pin Lock 
Washer l 
Magazine Counter Dial 
and Pin Assembly 1 
Hinge Pin and Lock • 

Plate Assembly 1 
Light Guard Strip for 
Top of Magazine to 
Case l 
Magazine Shutter 
Cover to Magazine 
Rivet 4 
Magazine to Case 
Light Guard l 

Take-up Spool Ten-
sion Spring l 
Lock for Support 
Shaft l 
Sprocket Shaft Lock 
Spring l 
Sprocket Shaft Lock 
Spring Screw 2 

Sprocket Clutch 1 
Light Guard for 
Shutter Slide 1 
Magazine Pawl Screw 
L.M., No. 72164 O.S. l 
Hinge Section l 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide Lock l 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide Lock Plunger 1 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide Plunger Spring l 
Sprocket and Shaft 
Assembly l 
WindiI18 Gear Assem-
bly 1 
Magazine Leak Light 

Eastman Kodak Campany, Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A. 

I Printed in the United States of America 

----- ··-------- ----

300-443 
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PART 
NO. 

88228-AlO 

*65005 

*65006 
*80388-RV 

*81043 

*87003 

88911 

73105-A 

*11129-SC 
*60212-SC 

64980-sc 
*64981 

*65138-SP 
65143-cv 

. 65144-cv 
*72103 

72104 
*72108-SP 

"\ r 73028-Al 

64983 

*65043-ST 

73029-A 

*64984 

KODAK EKTRA 

NO. 
NAME OF PART REQ. 

Yarn 1 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide Assembly L.M., 
No. 73047 - O.S. l 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide Clamp 1 
Magazine Shutter 1 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide Rivet 1 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide Knob 1 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide 1 
Light Guard for 
Magazine Shutter 
Slide-Lower L.M., 
No. 81044 O.S. 1 
Back Complete As
sembly 1 
Sprocket Shoe Screw 2 
Origin Plate Screw 2 
Winding Bandle Screw 1 
Winding Handle 
Ratchet 1 · 
Winding Handle Spring 1 
Back Panel Covering 1 
Covering for Back l 
Winding Bandle Re-
turn Stop Plate 1 
Sprocket Shoe 1 
Winding Handle Com-
press ion Spring 1 
Winding Handle As-
sembly 1 
Winding Handle But-
ton 1 
Winding Handle Re-
turn Spring Stud -
Long 1 
Winding Gear As-
sembly l 
Winding Gear Pawl 1 

. 

PART 
NO. 

*72101-ST 

73033-A 

*73034-A2 
*30665-RV 

*21725-RV 

*45377-RV 

*45795-RV 

*56677-WR 
64985 
65010 

65046 
72105-ST 

72106-ST 

72107 
*72109-ST 
*73030-A 

*65044-ST 

*73031-A 

73032-A 
*78044-ST 

*87579-WR 

*65078-SP 

74111-SC 

*81789 
84392 

. _,_ . . .. {" . ;( .· 
·( .·.:l--

C 
,- I I · ·--) I/ .S 

238� 

NAME OF PART 

Winding Gear Pawl 
Stud 
Pressure Pad Assem
bly 
Back for Covering 
Back Light Guard 
Rivet 
Back Hinge Sec
t ion Rivet 
Pulse Spring As
sembly Rivet 
Hand Winding Gear 
Bearing Rivet 
Tension Washer 
Back Latch 
Hinge Section for 
Back 
Back Latch Knob 
Back Latch Stud -
Large 
Back Latch Stud 
Small 
Back Light Guard 
Back Latch Stud 
Winding Bearing As
sembly 
Winding Handle Re
turn Spring Stud -
Short 
Pulse Spring Assem
bly 
Pulse Assembly 
Film Pressure Pad to 
Back Stud 
Back Latch Leak 
Light Washer 
Forewinding Gear 
Pavl Spring 
Film Tension Pad 
Screw 
Origin Plate 
Film Indicator 

E� 
"----..,�// --7 
(. ·c�.s"Jv'' 

NO. 
REQ 

J 
J 

L 

,.. 
c 

� 
) 
) 

J 
J 

r 
c 

] 
l 
l 

l 

l 

l 
l 

l 

l 

1 

l 
l 
l 

* PARTS SUPPLIED THAT CANNOT BE INDICATED ON IUlJSTRATIONS. 

I Always give PART NUMBER AND NAME when ordering parts. 
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__ _ _ ; . KODAK EKTRA 

73096-�\ 
" 

j '.) * _ __,'Q,,---...&.4 

6�010 

65097-CV 

78086-A 

., 

1-2 ACTUAL SIZE 

April 1943 

73032.-A 

73102�A 

�-78085-A 

73046-A 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A. 
...._,_._,.i �� +i., ... TTn1t.Pii states of .America 300-443 
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Repair Parl1 Lut 

April 1943 2389-( 

l 

eegog 

72.140-SC----

KODAK EKTRA 

73060-A 
----72201 

---T7928 

----64957 

�--64960 

61311-SC 

7 79 4 6-S I 
73076-A 6482.5-ST 73081-A . 

730!>8-A. 
N 

�7 7 933 
73077-A r 7795!>-ST . 

�6e92.-SC -.......... � · · . · c,.,J•_ 77 920-SP 
&3783-scl____.,��

. 
-•",' .. .i\-_77911 ,,,1,,, '·�;��� 1eoe1 -A :::�:�;;:� 

�,
&'63467-SC �·�� ��::;=�� 

72. 1 66 -�� 7$ - A . 64841 �7 5���
. 

:i� 77932. BOTTOM 760 6 3 - A /73�� ?
-A 

�5081 

@ . . 
76 0 8 8- A 

85385-ST 
85366-SP 

64877-

1 - 2 A CTUAL SIZE 

73079-A 

* PARTS Su"'?PLIED Tfu.'\T CANN Or BE INDICATED ON ILLUSTRATIONS' 

t!>3783-SC 
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73092-A 

�· ¥& 

65066-SP 

Rtpair Part1 Lm 

April 1943 

KODAK EKTRA 

55321-SC 

� 
88474 6 5 0 13 7 .3 0 6 2 -A 

7 3049-SC 

55321-SC 

73061-A 
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Inspection Specifications for the Kodak Ektra. This is 
to supplement the Inspection Data Sheet. 

I S'=utter t.eck 

If red signal shO'lfs in window on· top of Range Finder housine, 
the shutter will have to be wound before the shutter speeds 
are changed. To wind shutter, push the Winding-lever toward 
the center of the camera as it will go, twice. This ivill 
make the red signal disappear. To set the shutter for a 
speed between 1/25 and 1/1000, first set retard dial on c, 
then lift shutter speed knob as far as it will come. A slieht 
click will be heard. Then turn the knob until the desired 
speed comes t o.the index mark. To change retard speeds from 
B to 1/10, the high speed dial must ·be set on 1/25, - then s et 
dial on desired speed. The shutter is released by pushing the 
exposure button ail the way down. The exposure button can be 
lifted and turned counter-clockwise as far as it will go, where 
it will drop into the lock position which prevents the accident
al release of the shutt�r. 

Hold camera with Range Finder housing up and back toward you. 
Place mirror in front of camera so that shutter curtain may 
be seen in mirror during the follo;'ling tests. 

Check the curtain for sluggishness and sticking open on each 
speed including "B". Make these. checks-by varyine the amount. 
of pressure used on the e:cposure button to trip the shutter 
and the speed in which the exposure button is released after 
tripping the shutter, and by holding the camera both horizont
ally and vertically. Trip shutter once with shutter wound arid 
speed set on 1/25. Then move the body release down almost to 
the point of releasing the shutter; remove the force on boctf 
release and then chanee the speed to any hieher speed. Be sure 
that curtain doesn't open while makin� this cha.nee. Also use a 

cable release when checking "B". Unscrew cap of exposure but
ton and screw cable release in, in place of cap. 

NOTE: T. B. I. #1 Cable release is used. 

Special check on the retard speeds and on "B" is to be made 
as follows: 

Actuate the shutter on 1/25 several times and then recheck the 
shutter on "B". Repeat this on each of the retard speeds. 
While doing this, watch the curtain for sluggishness, sticking 
open, and for having erratic speeds. 

Operating the Self-Timer: Push the self-timer lever on top of 
camera, forward, as far as it will go (after shutter is wound). 
Press the exposure button, giving just enough pressure to star� 
the self-tin:er lever. Do not use on "B". Check the delayed 
action on one seco�d, 1/10, 1/25, 1/1000. The delayed action 
lever should set smoothly and hold •f'hen set. The lever should 
not protrude beyond edee of ca..�era. The exposure button should 
not trip ti:e shutter ·crhen the lever is set for delayed aation, 
The delayed action should operate for a period of from 8 to 15 
seconds. 
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NOTE:· 

Conditions to watch.for while making the above shutter 
tests: 

It should never take more than-t�o complete strokes of 
the winding lever to set the shutter - 6 lbs. is the max
i:mun pull required to set shutter on 1/25 second with 36 
exposure film. Winding lever must not trip shutter. Wind
ing lever must return to position after each stroke. Exr
posure button should not operate shutter before the shutter 
has been completely wound. Shutter sien.al shows red when 
shutter has been released - red i.s not visible when shutter 
is wound. Curtain must not open or become v;rinkled while 
•rinding, especially on 1/1000. or while changin3 speeds. 
With exposure button in the lock position and fi111Jer pre
ssure being applied to button, it should be impossible to 
release the shutter. The exposure button must not stick 
down. The setting action of high speed dial must not be 
rough nor have a binding action. High speed dial must line 
up with index, especially on 1/250, .1/500, and 1/1000. 
High speed dial must not turn beyond 1/1000. Retard dial 
must not move off 0 when shutter is actuated on 1/25, nor 
must it move too freely. The dial is to move with resist
a...'1.ce. 

Gheck shutter speeds on the electronic shutter checker and 

record in the table provided. The f ollowine tolerances 
are to be used: 

SPEED SETTING 

1 
1/2 
1/5 
1/10 
1/25 
1/50 
l/ioo 
1/250 (on 1/200 

setting) 
1/500 (on 1/400 

set tine) 
1/1000 

ALLOWABIE VARIATION 
IN PERCENT IN FLASHES 

-20 to ,ll5 
-20 to ,Ll5 
-10 to ,l5o 

.-10 to ,l6o 
-30 to -25 
-15 to 0 
-20 to 0 
-30 to -20 · 

-10 to /. 5 

,l20 to ,Llio 

800 to 1150 
400 to 575 
180 to JOO 

90 to 160 
28 to 30 
17 to 20 

8 to .10. 
J.5 to 4 

2.25 to 2.625 

1.2 to 1.9 

The first setting on 1/1000 read very slowly. This should 
not repeat the sedond time. Shutter is to function at QOF. 

The f ollovdne illumination is to be made . 

Uake the f ollowine exposures while holdine lens to ill

U.'!'.inator: 
4 set on 1/1000 at f/4. 
3 set on 1/500 at f/5.6 

.3 set on 1/250 at f /8 
3 set on.1/100 at f /11 
2 set on 1/50 at f /16 
2 set on 1/25 at f/22 
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Rochester 4, N. Y. 

September 16, 1944 

Mr. Spry: 

The following Ektra Shutter speed tolerances are the same as 

those used pr eviously when the cameras vrnre being made in Mr. Beal 1 s Department. 

Camera Setting Shutter Machine Tolerance 
Seconds Setting Percent�e 

l l -20 to /._ 15 
l/2 ·-; l/2 -20 to '/._ is: 
l/5 1/5 -10 to "/. 50 
l/10 1/10 -10 to ./- 60 
l/25 l/25 -30 to - 25 
1/50 1/50 -15 to 0 
1/100 1/100 -20 to 0 
l/250 1/200 -30 to - 20 
l/500 1/400 -10 to /. S 
l/1000 1/1000 ./-20 to /. 40 

We will continue to use these tolerance$ u..�til such time that 
the Engineering Department should issue new ones • 

RWF: 
Copy to Mr. Edgett 

Mr. Kent 
Mr. Eidman · 

Ralph W. Feil (signed) 
Final Inspection Department 
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� ·OPERATIOU- Inspect ion Coinolete APpearance -� Kodak Detra 

TOOLS 

ST!?S 

A;Joe?..rance 

Out side 

------

K:IT POI!JTS 

Black leafoer - creasing - A.nchorage 

Brush -?. nd oolish chrome - free from lll:3.l"s, 

sc ratches and chi.,s. 

Range Finder Housing - tight to cas� 
· sat in chrome. 

Shutter Release Plu::lr::er - nolished chrome
button k nurled on edce. 
Ret �rd Speed Dial - polished chr0me - 25 to 
100 in b lr1c�-:: - B, 1, 2, 5, 10, in red
knurled. ede;e. 
High Speed Di�l - nlastic cover - B to 10 in 
red, 25, 50,. 100, 50'J, nnd 1000 in bln.ck

red in dicator dot. 
High Speed Kn0b - polished chro:ne - knurled 

edge. 
Delayed Acti·:m Lever - nolisl1ed chrome
knurled kn·)b - does not extend beyond back 

edge of camera. 
Expos-:.tre Counter - polisned chroue - blA.ck 
directional arrow - zero in red - 5 to 35 
in blac� - knurled ed<::e on knob. 

Lens a nd Finder Co-ordinAtin;r Control - lrJiurled 
edge - polished chrome - figures i n  blae-'< - 501 
60, 70, 6\i, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 153. 
254. 

REASONS 

Range Fi:ader Individual Vision Adj ustment Dial
knurltd edge- noli shed chr ')llle - figures in bla.ck-

0, l, 2, 3, 3, 2, l, in red. 
Uni versr:ol ac cessory braci-::et - bru.sh chrome -
flush with edge of housing - screws free from 
burrs • . 

View Finder focusi ng Collar - black knurled 
center - outside rine knurled polished chrome 
Magazine back cover lock - brusued chro me - t ur:i 
to lock - blac:r:: lettering - �cnurled ridge in 

center. 
Film movement indicator - polished chrome
r ed pluse. 
Film Tyne Indicator - Plus X, Super:XX, Panat ocic 
X, Jllcro File, I�fra Re:, Direct Positive, Dciylight · 

Tyne A Kodnchro:ne - black lettering on ni ckel 

Windinf-:: Hand.le- Po lis·:"ed chrome - knurled knob. 

Maga.zine b:ick exoosure record - polished chrome 
mount - zero in rf?d - 5 to 35 in blnck or nic!<:el. 
Sli ciing lock Panel- polished cl::.rome - lack 
n. nd. unlock e ngr ave d. in bl,aci-:. 
Sliding Lock - brusll chrome - raised knurled ridge across center. 
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_ _ :side (cont'd.) 

:::.side 
:-e:: Mag. :Back 

·, \ , ... 

:=:eek Ca.mera 

Sheet f/i2 

Rapid Rewind CrnM: - brush chrome - black 
arrow - knurled k�ob . 
Uame Plate - cade in United States of flJileri ca 
by Ea.stm".n K0d:.:k Co., Rochester, 1J.Y.- on 
ni c:-cel. 
Trir5'od Socket - polish cilro:ne - serial 
nu'Uber on bac:c - •<n'J.rling on front. , 
:tens L0 ci.d n& Knob - >::nu.rled polisiled chrome 
�nob - brusl1 chrome arm. 

Foc using Kn•)h - blt::ci: le3.ther center -
�nurled poli S�•ed chro:ie ring. 
L ens barrel Ret :d :ier .,.. brush chr1rn1e
four screws free from b'.lrrs. 
Magazine bac:-C loc:dng nut - polished chro!D.e
r::nnrled edges - brush chr0me su:1 ·ior ts. 
Neck stran 11i.n;s - brush c:nrome . 

C9..se - dull. black - cle.:m - no mnrs. 
Pressure Pad - highly pol i sl1ed chr0me
no scrn.tches, dir;s or dirt. 

Locking :Bar - dull nic"·:el- scre\'iS free from 
burrs. 
Film de-clutching lever and screw 
nickel, no burrs. 
Film tr�ck - smooth �nd polished. 
Aperture - squrtre corners - clean. 

Case - glossy blac� - free from m.;irs �nd 
scratcl1es. 
Autom�tic Dark Slide - dull black - no 

mars, clean - str8.ight leading edge 
Felt Li{'")lt Gu.qrd - ar.chor::ige - clean edges. 
Fcur Mru;azine se?.ts- smooth - no digs. 
Locking screws - clean thre�ds. 
Rivets - flush with case - well turned. 
Screws - free from burrs. 
Key - no burrs. 
Film Advancing Gears - free from burrs and 
cl.lips. 

" 

Seri;:U ?late - brush chrome - screws free 
from burrs. 

Case - dull bl�ck - glossy black curtain. cover 
gua::-d. 
Shutter curtain - free fro� wrinl:les. 
Aperture - square cori�ers - clean edges. 
Four Magazine seats - smooth - no digs. 
Loc�ing nuts - cleC?.n - r�vets well turned. 
Keyw�'-Y an:i Ge-'1.rs - free fro:u burrs and chi-;>s. 
Screws free :ram burrs. 
Rivets - flush with c:1se - well twned • 

• 
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Sheet #3 

KEY Pon:Ts 

:Both shutter And fil:n winding mech·-.nism 

must be wound be.fore re�lncine ma,g::izine. 

PART - Kodruc Ektra 

RE.�01-!S 
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and Film Wind P .A.."lT - Kodak Detra 

DATE. 

KEY PO IXTS REAS')US 

No bind or catc:ri.ing - lock W>V�)C �·:i tl� 
resistance. 

Cassette must nrit bind on su�nly s�0ol 
web. 
Film must h:lVe a. cirisi tive anchorHr;e in the 
takeun spool. 
S:->rocket teeth must enF,r-ige film nerfor�tions. 

Uo bind or catching. 

Must loC.:: securely. 

Wind to 1st exoosure - Pulse must vibrate. 
Set counter - must not turn b.�cl:wr.,rds. 
Wind the film - makint; tLe following exposures 

while holding the lens to illur:iinator: 
4 set on 1/1000 at f /4 
3 set 0n 1/500 at f/5.6 
3 set on 1/250 at f/8 
3 set on l/lCO a.t f /11 
2 set on 1/50 at f/16 
2 set on 1/25 at !/22 

Check for the following while making the above : 
Pulse must v ibrate 

Counter must adva.nce v;i th each exposure. 
lfot more than h;o coo··lete strokes to 
set shutter and advance film. 
Winding lever must not trin shutter 
Wi nding lever rm1st return to · �nsition 
after e�ch stroke. 
Snutter release nluncer must not o�erate shutter 

before shutter has been compl etely wound. 
Shutter release button must not stick down. 
Shutt er siG11::•l - shows red when shutter has b een 
r�le�sed - red signd is mt visible when shutter 
is wound. 

CrRnk - no bind when bP.in� raised or lowered. 

Rewind - no bind - smo0thly but with resistance. 

Cassette must not bind on sunnly spool web. 

Advance Si.>roc�ets - no niling U":J of film emul sio n. · 

HFl.Ve film dev�lo:>ed wliile insnecting the 
remn.inder of cnm.er? .• 
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-::�:!'ION - Shutter Inspection 

I 
I 
I 
I 

-
---

;.--:,)ve Lens 

?:ace Uirror in 

¥:'.:>nt of Camera 

- �ation 

s-::.utter Speeds 

I �urn on El ectronic 
Us. chine 

' 

I �emove Magazine f'rom 
am er.a 

I Set Sneed Ind icator 
en 11s.n' 
?-ace camera on 

I :!.! aunt-l en s oc-iening 
to right 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

KEY PCII:TS 

Be able to see shutter curtai:i.s in mirror 

du r ing the fol lcwing: 

Twice across and twice b;lck on er1.ch speed
Curtain must n :Jt sti ck open, o n Any sue ed 
includi r,g 11Bll 

Actuate the shutter o n  1/25 severnl times and 
then re-check on e nch of tL.- r etard S':ieeds
must not be erratic 
Hie;h s� e e d dial must line un r.i tl� indicator 
on each speed. - nru.st n<::it turn beyond 1/1000. 
Use del;1yed �ction 6n l /lc. 1/ 25 -<':nd 1/1000-
S to 15 seconds durc>.tirin - hold wi.1.en set -

shut ter relense nlur1ter must n:)t t rir) shutter. 

T .:B. I. cable rel en.Sf: is ·,1sed - try on 1/25, 
1/100 .<in d 1/1000 - f reP. ?..Ct ion. 
Shutter releas8 nh:n,,�er lock - shutter must not 
operate with ':"ll un1-:er locked. 

t"se Electronic m<ichine. 

Test m:1.chine vmrm u:::i for 10 minutes. 

Use windinP; st i ck to wind shutter. 

1. Set 11Speed C o ntr ol 11 knob on 11 Check11 nosi ti on 
e.nd 11Test- Reset" key on the h-Jrizo ntal or 
11Test11 .'.'osi t ion . 

_ 

2. Turn 1'0n - Off11 svli tc.r. to 110 n11 positio n. 

REASmrn 

3 • .Adjust 11T')tal O'len Time11 meter and 11�uivrilent 
emosure11 ::ieter to "10011 '1oint on sc<i.lo with 
11T�tal Time Adj.11 nnd "Equiv. exn. iidj.11�nobs 
resnectively. 

4. Turn 11Volmeter11 s'vi tC::1 t"' 11 cn eck 11 position

open S:..'1utter - �djust "Gnin11 knob to bring 
11Equiv Exp11 meter to Green mark on dL�l

retur::1 1'Volir.eter11 swi tell to 11Tt:st11 '10Si tion. 



Shutter Inspection P.ART - Kod�k 'Detra· 

---. - :: 

==: :;eed injicator on 

I :::-:�e �ai:ierc?. on mount-len s 
·;::.:::.:-_g to right (cont'd) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I �ee.:c Shutter 
--eeds on 1, 1/2, 1/5, 

I 
_/ 10. l/ 25 ;t/500 and 
_/1000 

Sheet 12 

5. Close shutter - set 11sneed control" :.:nob to 
desired sueed - set sh.it ter '.rn desired e;eed 
press 11Tcst-Ri:;s.=t11 renlace s::.rae, <"Jnd �
medi?tely trb si:�utter. N')te readings on 
::aeters as so on as possible ri.fter meter 
stabilizes. Re;:1di:>.GS oP.;/ be re:,ertted by 
merely raising 11Test-Reset11 �ey to "reset 
Lock" position - >7i::dint-:; shutter - releasing 
11TeGt Reset" z.ey and t��en trying shutter. 

6. T.ne 11'.test Reset" ;cey ::m:st o nly be left in 
the 11Reset-Lock11 position only lon� 
enouc)l to c!1anr;e S"'.Jeecis on c;:1mera. 

7. To test on 1/1000 sec::i nd Gneed setting
turn 11Total time 11on off11 switch to 
"off n0si tion. Ree.:.d 11Equiv. eX"'J11 meter only. 

Return switch to 11on11 oosi tion before reading 
� other sneeds. 

Check encn sreed three ti:nes. 

ALLOWABLE VARIATION 

I 
�lerance SPEED SETTil!G I1� -;:i EP.CEITT rn TI.ASIT.S 

I 

I 

I 

I 
Remove Cam.era from 

I 
fixture. Replace Ma�azine 
end Lens on Camera 

I 

I 

l 
1/2 
1/5 
1/10 
1/25 
1/50 
1/100 
1/250 

1/500 

1/1000 

(on l/'2DO 
setting) 

(on l/4oo 
set t ing) 

R�cord rejected s�eeds. 

-20 
-20 
-10 
-10 
-30 
-15 
-20 
-30 

-10 

f20 

to f 15 

to f 15 
to f 50 
to f&J 
to -25 
to 0 
to 0 
to -20 

to t 5 

to f 4o 

Shutter must be wound before re�lncing �agazin e. 

800 to 115c 

4oo to 57: 
180 to 30C 

90 to 16c 
28 to 3C 
17 to 2C 

g to lC 
_3.5 to l 

2.25 to 2. 6� 

1..2 to 1.9 
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·
View and Range Finder Inspection PART- - Kodak :Ektra 

I - -

I �T�S 
I Remove Magazine 

I Place in fixture 

I Set lens and finder · 
co-ordinating cor.trol 

I on 50 

I Set Lens and Finder 
Co-ordinating Control 
on 153 

I P.eolace Magazine 
�hnnt;e lens and 

I 
. nder co-ordinating 

c ontrol to 50 

I 
Range Finder Check 

·� ;·,. 

':'oler�"lCe 

Magazine must not come 0ff if slide lock 
is n0t inunlocl-: '.'>0sition. 

L0cl:ing nuts must be un.1t 

Hook added lens on to foc usinr; collar. 

All fo'Jr 1 in es on ch;:i.I"t m.<}rlrnd _50mrn - Inf. 

must c0me in with lens set 0n infinity. 
Al 1 four lines on :Chnrt mE1rked 50mm-
� r must come in witt. lens set on }�I 

Adj ust View Fi nder Focusin� Ocular 
.All four lines on chArt m?..2'ked lt)3 mm- Inf. 
�1st c0me in with lens set on infinity. 

Use master ca.m-

Set scale on desired distnnce 
';7�1k t.<>rf::et bu.ck or forL1 until io:1ge is in 
co in�i dence. 
Cb.eek coin cidence froo both enC.s of sea.le 

Di vi de line sh2,rp - Image clean - no inter

ference from dirt. 
Upper and lov:er fields match for cl;.�rity. 

Film aperture n 

be covered by c 
slide. 

To insure 

mA.Tgin of safet 
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Mechanical and appearance 

A. Camera 

Wind the shutter and f ilm rr.echanism 11ith the windine lever •. 

Lock the exposure. llove the slid e on the bottom of camera . 
to "closed" and loosen the two screws on each side of the 
front o f  the camera. Then lift off the 1:1agazine back. 

NOTE: It should be impossible to remove magazine if slide is. 
not completely over to "closed". Shutter mu.st be wound com
pletely before magazine can be returned to camera. Inspect 
the camera as follows: 

1. The Range Finder diopter scale, the finder lens co-ordi
natine control , and the View Finder focusing ocular are. 
to turn with resistance. Lettering is to b e  clear and 
uniform. 

2. 

J. 

4 •. 

5. 
6. 
1. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

Shutter aperture - straight edges - clean, especially 
at the corners. 
Metal curtain cover guard - smooth - no mars or scrat- • 

ches - tight fit. 
Precision abutments - smooth, bare metal, no pitts -
clean. 
Locking nuts. - must have play - threads nn1st be clean. 
Screws and rivets - no burrs - well turned. 
Unlock exposure button - trip shutter - wind shutter 
using winding stick. Note condition of curtain vrhile 
beine wound. Edges straight - no buckle. 
Tripod nut - tight to camera - try eauge in threads. 
Range and View Finder wincloj'{s must be securely fastened 
to case. 
Neck strap lugs - must move freely - a slight side play. 
Check main drive for no play. 

B. Magazine 

1. Sliding lock - operate freely and smoothly - a positive 
lock - try pulling slide to "open" v.i.thout depressing 
button in center of slicline lock - automatic dark slide 
completely open or closed as indicated by slide lock -
no buckle - rivets in lead edge of slide must be well 
turned, smooth, and flush with surface of slide. Max. 
force to move the slide lock is 60 ozs. 

2. Light leak protection ( felt ) around aperture.-tight to 
metal - does not protrude into aperture - even - light 
leak dope in cracks. 

J. · Key - no burrs - cannot be turned in ei&her direction 
when slide lock is in the closed position vrith shutter 
WOWld and re1'd.nd handle dawn. Note: Use care-do not 
force. Slight plc:.y allowed. Serial number plate -
tight and smooth. 

h. Coupling gears - no play - teeth must not be dama_eed. 
5. Precision abutments - smooth and clean - locking screws 

threads clean - no burrs - tight - screws and touch-up -
not burred and neat. 
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9. 

10. 

H�ga �3e ( ontinued) 
=·-== �� - ?"-llls ut ·lfith slight tension - end formed to 
:::::- ::::=se ... case - Does not change position as back is. 
-.- - - - ..: -- �1osed 

· 

...,,;, :- � - c:..-...... \,,or • 

7>? si:..-e �ecord - action - smooth - slieht tension. 
?.z;ii .. re-:iind crank - recovery sprine must be strong enough 
to ol crank ticht to case - knob must turn freely. 
rilm type indicator - to have a slight resistance when 
turned - check lettering. 
Give the magazine cover lock a half turn counter-clockwise 
and slide it to the left -·it should not bind - open mag-· 
azine cover - it should not bind on hinge - nor should the 
pressure pad strike on the declutching lever. 

11. The pressure pad should be smooth and free fr�m dirt, 
scratches, and finEerprints. . 

12. The take-up spool must turn freely at all times - the teeth 
of the film sprockets must not be damaged - the declutching 
lever must not bind when rev1ind crank is raised and lowered. 
No play allowed. The max. torque to rewind clutch is 14 ounce 
inches. 

13. The shutter aperture must be square, clean, and have one 
notch in lower edge of back frame - key web for film cas
sette must have slight in and out play. 

14. Check the forming of the lens backing lever and height.. The 
height of lever to lens seat should be .395 min. when lever 

. is in an outward position and should be .368 max. when de
pressed. �Yi th a 36 expsoure roll of film in the recess. on 
the right •••• first engagine the tvro pronE;s in the camera into 
the opening of the cassette having the cross piece, draw 
the film across the film track and insert. the end of the film 
into the slot of the take-up reel and eUGage the second film 
perforation with the lug in the slot. 

The filmn:ust have a positive anchorage in the take-up spool 
revolve the take-up reel. by the knurled flange to bind the 
film on the reel, and make certain that the sprocket teeth 
engage the-perforations. Close and lock the magazine and 
then turn the exposure counter, in the direction of the ar
row, to the first line after the zero - couJ1ter should not 
turn backwards. Wind through the 36 exposures roll, noticing 
the f ollJrlng: 

1. Film advance � watch pulse - it must be possible to see 
the pulse vibrating. If it does not vibrate, open back 
to see if film is properly threaded - counteraction must 
move to next exposure number everJ time a new secti-0n of 
film is brought into. 

2. Film should not advance if the slide lock is of f the 
"open" position. Recheck shutter points and winding 
lever action as mentioned under "C-5" - film must ad
vance for a t least 36 exposures. 

3. Film rewind - rewin d crank must not bind when being 
raised or lrnvered. Section of rewinding must not be 
rough - open back - check perforations for tearing -
remove film and check magazine film trci.cks, by advan
cing sprocket, for film enru.lsion piling up - check film 
for being scratched. 
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1. Check interchangeability of camera and magazine to 
gauge # and # respectively. 

2. The distance from lens.seat to the pressure pad is . 
to be 1.123 �.001. Use gauge # • 

Lens Check 

1. Diaphragm control ring should move smoothly with 
slight resistance. 

2. The focusing ring sh.;1.ild have a smooth action - no 
in or out movement. 

J. The pull pin, for al.bring the focusing ring to be 
turned to the short distances, should operate freely 
and should snap in when releasedo 

4. Hold camera with lens pointing down - apply slight 
finger pressure. 
Front element of lens must be tight - no up and down 
play. 

5. Lens lock must hold lens tight - place fingers around 
lens locking ring - apply a turning pressure - lock 
must hold lens from turning. 

6. Remove lens from camera as follows: First� press the 
lens lock toward the camera body and give the lower 
knurled collar a half turn, counter-clockwise, Then, 
release th� lock and continue unscrewing the lens, 
Place the camera on the bench, finish checking the 
lens as follows. 

7. Hold lens front up. Apply slight finger pressure -
no up and down play. Rear element of lens must be 
tight. 

8. Hold lens to light - there should be no dirt, chips, 
or cement starts in the various lens elements. 

9. While holding the lens to the light, operate the di� 
phragm. Blades must not bind - openings nn1st not be
come irregular, especially at f/22 - lock through in 
both directions. 

VI View Finder Check 

To check the View Finder, take lens from
.

box and attach 
to camera by fitting the wide slot in the bottom rim of 
the lens barrel over the "ltide key in the lens opening of 
the camera and then s�rewir1g the lens in pla.ce by means 
of the lovrer knurled collar. Set lens at 51 - insert 
T. B. I. #1 cable release - open shutter on "T" - place 
camera on fixture for checking the margin of safety and 
parallax of view finder. The margin of safety is to be 
10% at 10 ft. and 5% at 3 1/2 ft. 

1. Adjust camera to line-up chart in view finder - open 
back of magazine - place ground glass with a margin 
around the four s ides. 

2. Repeat the above check, using the various lenses -
set the lens and finder co-ordinating control to cor
respond with the lens being used - use focusing ocular 
to focus finder for each lens used. 

J. While making these checks - check the finder for dirt -
for distortion. Lines on chart must appear straight 
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71 7ierr �ind.er heck (continued) 

VII 

3. D:l finder for cut off parallax. Compensating lens 
frame must be square and in line with view finder· 
wind01r frame. 
4. 

5. 

Remove ground glass - close back - release shutter -
remove cable release - remove camera from fixture. 
( a ) With master le ns gauge # check the range 
of the ranee finder to

.
the following tolerances: 

(b) Prior to shipping the lens and camera are to be 
checked for range of the range finder to the above 
tolerances. 

A copy of the Inspection Data Sheet and the Photographic 
Testing.Department report is to be filed in Mr. Bush's 
office at the time of shipping. 
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